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SYI'IOPSIS 
-
When large areas without raany intea·mediote supports are to be covered, 
braced barrel vaults ｯｲｾ＠ econoi·nical ｾ＠ fabrication of such vaults is easy and may 
be rendered easier if ioint connectors are simple and ｬ･ｮｧｾﾷｨｳ＠ of ｾｮ･ｭ｢･ｲｳ＠ do not 
differ much. The east est and the n1otrt econornical arrangement is when all the 
connectors and rnernbers are identical. 
The barrel vauhs having three way grid i·ype bracing offer this facility. 
These vaults ore also structurally efficient.. In the past very little ｴｨ･ｯｲ･ｾﾷｩ｣｡ｬ＠ and 
e'cperimental work seems to have been done on vaults with this ｰ｡ｲｴｩ｣ｵｬ｡ｾﾷ＠ type of 
bracing. 
Out of a variety of vaults using this type of bracing, two vc1ults, '.rvhich 
are often encountered in practice, were chosen for experimental and theorei"ical 
investigai'ion. E"perimantal invesNgaNon ernployed both direct and indirect me·thods 
of testing for various conditions along the longitudinal edges of the vaults. 
Computes· programsne using the stiffness i11ethod of analysis was developed 
to obtain exact theoretical results. The bat·rel vaults under investigation involved 
a large number of I inear sin1ultaneous equations for their solution. Block elimination 
technique had to be used for the solution of these equations. The prograrmne is 
general and within H-s limitations, which \.lvere rendered obligatory due to t·he ｳｾｮ｡ｬｬ＠
storage capacity of the computer, can solve any linear skeletal space structure. 
Approximate tnei·hods of analysis rei'ain iheir rnerit in being a designe•4 •s 
tool, when either a computer is not available or prelin1inary sections need to be 
calculated for shop indenting, estimating or corr1petitive tendering. Three such 
r11ethods viz. Shell /\nalogy .Approach, Equivalent Hollow Beam Theory and 
latticed Truss iv\ethod have been used for the appro>cimate analysis of the vaults. 
Certain comments and corrective suggesi'ions have been made regarding these 
methods and are included in the thesis. 
·The e><perimental and theoretical results have been compared and 
conclusions drown. 
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CHAPTER 1 
lnh·oduction and History 
i 9 • 
1.1 General Introduction 
The shell roof is cet'tainly one of the forms of engineering construction which 
has become very popular in the past· decade 5I Especially during i·he last twenty years, 
rnany industrial buildings have been covered with reinforced concrete shell barrel 
roofso The architects seen1 to have developed special fancy for-. rpinforced 
concrete shells lately because of .their visual beauty and elegant shc1pesc However1 
it is obvious that the construction of r·.c. shell roofs is a slo\V ｰ｡ﾷｯ｣･ｳｾＮＬ＠ It also does 
n<?t allo\¥ any other trt1des to work on site during the constTuction pe,·iodo At the 
some time this type of barrel vault roofs are not a ver·y economical proposition as 
th'ey require very complicc!i·ed and costly formwork to suppo1t the reinforced concrete 
during the casting and curing periodso To offset i·his cost effect, hov.rever1 some 
saving can be effected if the shuttering is used ｲ･ｰ･ｴｩｴ｡ｶ･ｬｹｾ＠ To econombe on the 
cost and to achieve speedy construction, several prefabricated systems of braced 
barrel vaults have been developed in various countries. 
1 o2 !x,e.es of Bracing 
The principle of triangulation which utilises the structural members mainly 
in dia·ect stresses (tension or compression) rather than in bendingp is genero.J ly used 
in. developing the prefabricated ｳｹｳｴ･ｭｳｾ＠ Various types of braced barrel vaults 
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hove been used in ｰｲ｡｣ｴｩ｣･ｾ＠ a few of thern are shown in ｆｩｾｊｯ＠ 1 ｾ＠ la=f ｾ＠
1.3 General Description 
.......... '· .. 
In gene.-al, a braced barrel vault is a reticulated space structurf; mctde up of 
a series of trusses having common boorn mernbers aiong the genoratt·h{ of ｾﾷｨ･＠ vault o 
The structure is i-ronsversly supported either on trusses or on gabled waHsc; The 
number of latticed trusses to be used in a bat't"el vauli· depends on its transver.;e 
curved length, but in practice this number is generally restricted to in bei·ween 
6 and 10 as otherwise the angles betv.Jeen the panels near 180° and the forces in 
members become e>tcessive. The rise/span ratio should be at leas•· 1/5 otherNise 
the barrel becotnes too flat in Vlfhich case., if pin connected, it may approctch a 
critical form. The width of the barrel varies fa·om 30 1 to 200 1 o 
Single barre Is may be divided into three groups according to length/span 
ratio. Since the included angle (2,51< - fig.3e6) varies little in practice1 a shell 
may be divided into the three groups derJencling upon length/radius ratio (in ·rhe 
case of cylindrical shell roofs) instead of lengi·h/spcn. ｬｾ＠ bort·el having ｴＭ［Ｏｦｾ＠ )25 
may be considered 11 long 11 and when YR< 0.5 11short 11 • Between these hraHs it is 
referred to as an 11 intea4mecliote 11 vault. The purpose of this division ini·o groups is 
to determine whether or not a quick solution for a proposed barrel is ｰｯｳｳｩ｢ｬ･ｾ＠
Two simple tnethocls for analysing a braced barrel vault are described in Chapter IV. 
The l\clvantages of Braced Barrel Vaults l, 2r 3r 4·.r 5• 
ｾ＠ ..... .... .. -....-. ｟｟｟ＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮ｟ｾ＠
Over large areas braced barrel roofing provides a network of suppon· for 
cladding o Compared to reinforced concrete shell!';; braced btirrels oro (J ｣ｩｾｋｊｮ･ｲ＠
construction and offea· greater fle>cibi lity, pcnticuJarly in th0 choice of ｳｾｩｴｩｮｾｾ＠ i'hH 
'T . 
r . 
rooflights \.Vhich forril no pan· o·f the struci·ure and therefore may be arrch1ged ·Nherever 
needed. The latticed units are fully or partially shop fabricatede 1\ssafflbiy of these 
pr·efabricated parts at ｳｩｴ＼ｾ＠ does not require specially troined workers, The val·ious 
prefabricated units are light and easy to handle. These can be ploced in posH-ion 
by a single overhead crone and then connected together by meanc of site boii·s or 
site welds. The finished internal appearctnce of the bracina, if left opan3 can give 
.c beautiful potten1 over the ceiling or altemaHveiy2 ir can be covered to give a 
clean flush soffit. Cost of braced barrel vauli·s can be considerably less than r ｾ｣ＮＬ＠
shells, mainly because the braced framework is self""suppoating and does no¥· requ!re 
any scaffolding during erection. 
Comrneni·s 
Generally braced barrel vaults are built in steel, aluminium or tirnLGt ｾ＠
However, Professor Torrojo bui It several in reinforced concrete which ｵＡＢｦｩｭｃｩｨｾｩｹ＠
proved to be uneconotnical., In the case of r.c. shell roofs the dead wGight of the 
structure is substantial and often several times greater than the imposed V{ind and 
snow loads. In the design of roco shell roofs Jhe dead \¥eight1 therefore, constitutes 
the critical loading. 
12 
ｔｨｩｾ＠ situation may be remarkably different in the case of br(1ced barrel vaults 
built in steel or aluminiurn. Especially aluminiurn borre; vaults are of\-en so lighi· that 
the negative pressua·e due to wind may completely change the dis\-ribuHon pattern of 
forces. Such structures are frequently required to be designed not ｯｾｾｾ［＠ ｯｧ｣ｾｩｮｲＮｴ＠
uniformly distributed dead and imposed dov1nv1ard loads, but also ｯｧ｡ｊｮｾ［［ﾷ＠ the suction 
due to wind. 
M__jjistory 
The braced barrel vault was introduced in 1890 by Professor F8ppi, 'JVho VV'as 
the first to point ou\· the advantages, and subsequently contributed much to i·he developpa 
ment of this form of ｣ｯｮｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｩｯｮｾ＠ His book published in 1892 describes in dstaEI 
t!1e type of bracing used in his barrel vaults, which consisted of severr.:1l latticed 
trusses spanning the length of the barrel, having common booms. The latticed i'riJsses 
are of N-type bracing and are supported on end i·russese In FBppJis structures the 
number of lattices usually varied between 6 and 10 and the barrel vc1ults as a rule 
rested directly on the ground or were supported along all four sides by columns() 
In 1922, Professor Bleich was asked to design five braced barrel vauHs 
similar to ｆｾｰｰｬＧｳ＠ type for an International E>thibition. He developed a rnetnod which 
took into account the rigidity of certain members in the transverse direction of the 
• 
barrel ＺＧ Ｖ ＱＭｾ･＠ later proved experimentally that the continuity moments along the ｡ｲ｣ｨ･ｾ＠
in transverse direction ere more important than the mornents along the longitudinal 
direction. In the United States of Arnerica, before the end of the Second Wot·lcl Vvc1r1 
very large braced barrel vaults were built spanning 300 1 and of lengths thai· were 
more than 4001 o The side portions of these vaults were used for offices, the central 
portion as aircraft ｨ｡ｮｧ｡ｲｳｾｾ＠
13 
A few years ago, Theordor VVuppermann Co. developed in German}' bcn·rel 
vaults of the three-way grid type which proved to be highly efficient in praci·ice and 
very compeHtive in price. Their bara·el vault is a typical example of a prefabricated 
construction in which all members are of the same length. At any node she prefabri""' 
cated units con be interconnected by boltingo The structure can be ver·y easily 
erected or dismantled. 
In 1955, Professor fv\akowski started his research on braced barrel vaults, 
trying to find out the most efficient bracing. He carried out his studies originally on 
small scale models having the same span, width and rise, and all using the same amount· 
of material for the bracing members. Experimental tests proved convincingly thai· 
under the same loading and with the same geometry, barrel vaults using the satne 
amount of material but having different types of, bracing behaved differently. 
Professor Makowski carried out e)<periments on four models with di-fferent types 
of bracing CIS shown in Fig. l.lb, c,cl, ·f. Each model was subjected to uniformly 
distributed load approximated to vertical loads acting at the ioints. The model v1ith 
diamond shaped bracing {figo 1. tc) is basically, if pin connected, an unstable 
structure, and therefore deflected subsl·antially even under a small u ado load. This 
type of bracing has become extremely popular in several countries ｾｵｴ＠ H- seems thctt 
in practice the decking or purl ins are used to complete the stability requirements of 
the structure in the plane of the surface of interlocking diamondso. This systetn ｵｾ･ｳ＠ a 
large number of dictmond pattern identical uhits called lamellaZ18:>Each lamella is 
twice the length of the side of the diamond. The material for this kh1cl of bracing 
has traditionally been wood, and wood is still predorllinantly used for such vaults. 
However, the recent h·end towards large spc1ns has made the use of standard steel 
shapes increasingly important. 
Under u.d. load1 the two models with the bracing shown in Fig .. l o lb,d 
deflected less than the one described above. From the work of N\anoharP ii· can 
be concluded thai· such a form of bracing is undesirable owing to the ga·eai" length of 
some bracing rilelnbers compared with others, giving rise to high slenderness ratios if 
the same diameter r11en1bers are used throughout the structure. These members even if 
designed to take their worst load in tension can be subiected to reversal of stresses due 
to wind, and could easily cause the failure of the si·ructure o To overcome this problem 
of reversal of stresses without designing these members as long struts·, flexible cross 
bracing is sometimes employed as shown in Fig •. 1.1e. 
The model having three•way grid type bracing {Figo 1.1f) was found to be 
appreciably stiffer. The applied load \Vas uniformly distributed and the deflections 
were less compared with the other mode Is. 
Comparing the behaviour of various types of bracings used in the models o·F 
barrel vaults 'Investigated by Professor Makowski, it becomes apparent thai· the three-way 
grid type bracing is the most efficient and is specially suitable for large spans and 
light weight covering. It gives greater resistance against buckling under unS)lf(lmetricol 
loadings and produces a remarkabl}' stiff structure1i These barrel vaults generally 
consist of units of equal lengths and allo\"1 the use of one type of connector in the 
whole structure. 
Several large tennis courts have ｲ｡｣･ｮｴｾｹ＠ been covered in France using this 
type of bracing made of tubulaa· men1bers. A node connector9 has been specially 
developed by IV\. S. Du ChSteau for these vaults .. These structures consist of identical 
prefabricated elernents, interconnected by idenHcal connectors and are an ･Ｉｾ｣･ｬｬ･ｮｴ＠
example of easy pre:fabrication. 
In Canada1 Triodetic Si·ructures hove really opened a ne'N horizon in the 
development of space structures by introducing special Triodetic Connectors}01 ll o 
Several barrel vaults have been built using these connectorso 
/-\ triodetic method of connection provides practical and economie aolution 
to the construction of large span space frames. It is simple in practice1 neat in 
appearance and ioins efficiently several members of different lengths and sectiono, 
meeting at different angles. It requires no 'AOiding1 bolting or rivettingo Ends of 
members are coined in a factory operation which gives great precision to the final 
structural assembly. In erection the rilembers are inserted1 under slight pressure 
into the hubs of connectors. It is claimed that the action of the ioints preveni·s 
loosening or unlocking of ｣ｯｮｮ･｣ｴｩｯｮｾ＠
} 
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The developmeni· of triodetic connectors initiated a revolution in the history 
of space frame construction. The author feels that it is the best ans\'ver so faa· to the 
requirements of the connection of members in space frame ｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲ･ｳｾ＠ Professor 7oS o 
tv\akowski, an e>cpett on space frames, in CJ paper read in the 11Symposium on 
Aluminium in Si·ructural Engineering 111 has termed the triodetic ioint, 11excellent 
and a real breakthrough in the economic construction of space structures 11 } 2 
There are now various firms specialising in commercial production of pre .... 
fabricated barrel vaults and a number of these have been built especially in Japan, 
Germany, France, Italy, U.S.A., Canada and also in the U.Ko The spans for 
such barrels are very often big and many hangaa·s of spans over 300' have been built 
with three way grid type bracing. Theodor Wuppermann Co. who developed this 
type of bracing in Germany have carried out extensive theoretical and experimental 
tests on this type of barre I vault. This firm offers a "one-week., construction service, 
L,ea undertakes to build the foundation base and erect their barrel vauli·s anywhere 
in West Germany within one week from the date of receiving the order. 
For industrial buildingsJ' the multiple barrel vaults are frequently used. A 
series of seven three way barrel vaults designed by J\Aessrs. Harris & Sutherland for 
the Port of London ,J.\uthority is a good example of a multiple ｢｣ｵｾｲ･＠ I vau It. Each 
barrel consists of eight lattices and cantilevers out on one end. Fig.1.2. 
Othel" forms of barrel vaults 
The rnost populcu· barrel vault form is of circular section though various o-ther 
forms have also been used, but less frequentlyo FBppl suggests a ､ｯｵ｢ｴｾｾ＠ barrel 
construction when the span to be covered is very large indeed a St-J!_;h ＼ｾ＠ structure 
ｾ＠
would consisi· ot simple barrels intersecting one another (intenvoven bcu·rel ｶ｡ｵｬｴｾＩｦ＠
This particular type of construction gives extra stiffness which is es5entiui for large 
spans. 
Stiffness of the large span barrel vaults can also be increased by having 
double curvai·ureso Such types of barrel vaults have been used in the UoS->AG, 
Canada, France, ｇｾｲｭ｡ｮｹＬ＠ Japan and probably in many other countrieso 
1.6 Choic;e of the ｰｲｯ｢ｬ･ｾ＠
From the preceding discussion it may be established that the three \¥ay grid 
type bracing is the most efficient. Its efficiency has been investigated by the 
preliminary research of Professor Makowski and its popularity among architects is 
manifested by the number of such barrels being consh·ucted current I}' o The system 
also appears to be the rnost economicaL, It is1 however, siJrprising to note i·hot not 
rnuch literature is available on the analytical behaviour of these barrelso ｖｾＯｨ｡ｴ･ｶ･ｲ＠
published research has been carried out seems to have been subiect to the biassed 
methods usual in industrial concern advocating the use of a particular product o It appears 
tf-,ot no.. systematized . co ... ordinated effort has so far been made to study in detail 
the analytica' and e}(perimental behaviour of these barrels at an acc1dernic level 
19 
without any industrial bias. It was mainly for these reasons thai" the probiem 
attracted the interest of the author1 who has put forward a humble effort ｾ＠ .. o tr::icfde H 
theoretically and ･ｸｾ･ｲｩｭ･ｮｴ｡ｬｬｹＮ＠
..... 
Cf-IAPTER II 
Computer . Analysis 
2.1 Introduction 
The classical methods of structurc.1l analysis developad in the late 
nineteenth century have the qualities of generctlity and mathantatical ele&Jr:tnce ｾ＠
The main objection to these methods was that they led to a !arge number of 
linear simultaneous equations ｾＱｨｩ｣ｨ＠ were difficult to solve by hondo ｾｖｩｴｨ＠
the advent of automatic computers and the systematic motrbc methods, the 
solution of large nuinber of simultaneous equations is no longer a problem() 
Due to computers, the advantages of the stiffness method of ｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲＨｬｾ＠
analysis, which is one of the classical methods, have been realised by stt·u<;tural 
analysts and substantiai literature no\tv e>dsts to illustrate these advantages() 
When a structure with •n' movable ioints is analysed by this method, its 
solution involves setting up and solving a maximum of 6n linec1r simultaneou$ 
equations. The three way grid type braced barrel vault, Case :.1 Ｈｃｨ｣ｴｰｾﾷ･ｲ＠ V) 
involves about 480 linear equations for its solution. Ferra:-.ti Sidus Computer 
being the only easily available computer at the time 1·his research was startecl1 
the author had "to make use of it with all its limitations. 
At the first thought a computer prograrnme for the analysis of this type 
of braced bara·el vault only,wos decided to be developed. When the work of 
20 
developing such a programme was started,. the author subsequently rec1lised 
that the usefulness of the programme could be immensely increased if it was 
modified to be very general in nature, such that among the variety o-f structures 
that it could solve, the structure under investigation could cJiso be solved as t1 
pcuticular caseo Restrictions on the forms of skeletal structure have therefore 
been completely avoided and the. programme in its present form can solve any 
skeletal structure provided it satisfies the limitations of Secv2.11, which are 
made due to the small storage capacity of the compui·ero 
Developing o general programme, particularly on this compute1· V\fhich 
is quite slow 1 is not an easy task as the generality of the computer programn1e 
necessitates the taking of more computer time, which adds to the cost of 
analysis. The computer time was not the only impediment -the main other 
difficulty being the small storage capacity (7000 words total) which th;-eatened 
to be exceeded every time the number of equations reached the region of two 
score and ten. The author therefore always worked at the brim of on over-
flowing store. 
Special block elimination technique and the symmetric nature of the 
stiffness matrhc of a structure were taken advantage of to surpass the impediments 
of the computer time and the insufficient store. The barrel vault Case II having 
about 480 equations would have ｴ｡ｫ･ｮＬｾ＠ assuming sufficient storage, 37 days 
while the present· programme takes 20 hours for i·he complete solutiono 
21 
2.2 Assumptions 
a) ,l\11 members of the structure being investigated are straight and 
of the same cross...,.section throughout r unless otharwbe stated :2 
b) The rnateria I of the structure is Hookean. 
c) IV\ember cross-sections ore initially plane and remain plane 
after bending. 
d) Shear deformations are negligible. 
e) The displacements of the ioints of the structure are small enc1ugh 
in comparison with the lengths of the members that the change in 
the orientation of a member to the frame co-ordincate axes is 
negligible. 
f) The structure behaves linearly i.e. all displacements and internal 
loads are linear ｦｵｮ｣ｴｩｯｮｾ＠ of the applied loads. 
2.3 Definition of salient terms and notations 13 
Before proceeding further to consider the general programming it is 
necessary to define the salient tenns and notations used in this chapter and 
outline the stiffness method of analysis. 
I) Frame Co-ordinoi·e System: The computer programrne described here 
deals with a right handed Cartesian system of co-ordinc1tes associai·ed with 
the structua·e as a whole. l'he forces (direct forces ond couples) and 
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displacements (translations and rotations) are also e.>cpressed in this sysi·em o-f 
co-ordinates., The ioints in the structure are numbered as explainad in Seco2fl 11 
and the co.,.ordinates of all these joints with respect to ｴｨｾＺＺ［Ｈｾ＠ co• .. ordinate axes 
are fed into the computer in sec1uenceo The axes (1re denoted by XljrY• and z' 
The planes X 1}/ 1 y' z' and z.' >c' are ccilled the frame co-ordinate planesa 
2) J\Aember co-ordinate System: A right handed Cartesian co-ordinate_ 
system denoted by >Cr y1'.z associated wit-h each individual member (Fig o2 a 'I) is 
set up. The co-ordinate system is chosen in such a way that the x-axss of t·his 
system of co-ordinates lies along the centroidal axis of the crossc.section(\ The 
flexural rigidity of a bar in xz and xy planes ore given by El and El-y respectively. y .s .. 
3) Denomination of Joints: Any skeletal structure is composed of joints 
and members for which some sort of identification is necessary o This is done 
by numbering i·he ioints in the structure which makes it possible to identify C! 
ioint by its number and a member by the numbers of the ioints ii' connects., The 
numbering of ioints in a sta·ucture con be done arbitrarily, but as the compui·er 
programme has been developed to solve very large structures composed of kwge 
number of ioini·s and hence yieldh1g a large nurnber of equations for Hs solution.r 
the work of numbering requires to be cart·ied out in a specific ｭ｡ｮｮ･ｲｾｾ＠ This 
point has been e I abo rated in Sec • 2 o 6 o 
· 4) Conventions for n1embe1· p1·operties: 
a) +ve direcHon of the x=axis of a member ii. is considered as {:rom 
i to j, if i < i and from i to i, if i ) j (Fig.2.2 ) 
b) If a member ii has i < i, then i end of the member will be called 
end ] and -i1 end 2 o On the other hand1 if i > i ｴｨ･Ｚｾ＠ i Vv'lli be called 
end 2 and ir end 1 ｾ＠ (Fig :t2 ｾＲ＠ ' 
5) i'!otations for loads and displacements: The computer pt·ogrctmme 
uses the right handed system of co-ordinates shown in fig.2.1 o. The sign 
convention for the various components of loads and displacements are also 
shown in that figure. 
6) loading on a structure. The programme is valid for the loads 
e>(pressed in the frame coc:.ordinate systern, acting at ioints of the structure, 
which produce joint displacements identical with those due to the actuctl 
loading system. That Is, distributed load or point loads acting on c member 
of a structure must be transformed into a ｳｹｳｨｾｭ＠ of 11equivalent 11 concentrai·ed 
loads applied CJt the ioints of the member. 
2 .4 A shott note on stiffness method. 
In the stiffness method the displctcements of joints ｯｲｾ＠ the unknown:; a 
The first part of the analysis e>,prasses the n1ember end loads in terms of ﾷｾｨ･＠
corresponding end displacements in its relevant member co-ordinate systern. 
For a men1ber i i these relations can be written as 
Pi i = K 11di i + r< 12dii 
Pii = l<21di i + K22dii 
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where 1<11, K12, K21' 1<22 are the rnember stiffness matrices. 
In the next stage these member end displacements and forces are 
transformed into the overall frame co-ordinate system by the relation 
Pi j 1 = T K l1 T T dij 1 + T K 12 T T d ji 1 
Pji 1 = TK21 TTdji l + TK22rT dji 1 
where T is the transformation matrix. The derivation of the transfoa·mation 
matrix has been given in Sec.2.8. 
d 1 =deformation vector in the frame ｣ｯｾｯｲ､ｩｮ｡ｴ･ｳＮ＠
rs 
P 1 = member end loads in the frome co ""''rdinates. 
rs 
Having transformed the member end displacements into frame co-ordinotes, 
the conditions of cornpatibility are applied to express the member end displace-
ments in terms of the joint displacements. 
ｾｾｴ＠ ioint i this can be written as 
26 
n "1'\ ' • • ＿ｾ＠ PU : ?]'Kn)ij d i + ＨｋＬｾｾＩｩ＠ 1 d·i + · · · · · · · · +(t'\;1.), i dj•-t- · .... +· (K1 ｾＩＮ＠ ､ Ｍ ｾ＠J-' J=-l :..J tYl 
where I< 1 = TK TT 
rs rs 
dl i = displacement vector at joint i 
d 1 i = displacement vector at ioint i 
The k1st stage of the analysis uses the conditions of equilibrium i.e" 
the sum of the loads acting at the ends of the members meeting at a ioint must 
equal the ･ｾｴｴ･ｲｮ｡ｬ＠ load applied at the ioint. ,i.\t joint i, this condition of 
. .. ----- -----------,---------------
equilibrium may be written os 
\'\ [ p0 ::= w: 
J J ";) 
where vV i :::: equivC!Ient load expressed in frame co-ordinntes actinfJ at ioint i o 
The condiHons of equilibriurn produce a set of equations called tho load ..... 
displacement· equations of the structure,. vvhich relate the unknown ioint ､ｩｳＢＧｾ＠
placeanents to the kno\,Vn external loads o Each component of displacement 
(also referred to as a degree of fa·eedom) yields one such equation. Solution 
of this set of equations gives the unkno\lvns - the displacementse Vvhen this 
has been done., the expressions used for setting up the equilibriurn equaHons 
are employed for cciiculating the forces in the various members of the structure. 
2 .. 5 Computer programme 
The stiffness tnethod of structural ctnalysis has been briefly discussed in 
Sec.2.4o It may be summarised as the setting up and solving of equilibrium 
equations yielding displacements. ;\s mentioned in Sec it2 o4n the number of 
equations required to be solved for the analysis of a structure equals the sunr 
(.,f the degrees of freedom at every ioint in the structure. A space structure 
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having n rnovable ioints has a ma>drnum of 6n degrees of freedom, hence yielding 
up to 6n equations for H-s solution. This shows thc1t the analysis of even a small 
structure vv·i II resu It in a Iorge number of equations. 
Ferranti Sirius Computer installed ai· the Batterseo College has a very 
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small storoge capacity. For this reason some strategic decisions had to be taken 
towards the limitations of the programme• The barrel vdult1 case II, with rigid 
joints acted upon by a uniformly distributed load was considered i·o be the best 
limit for the scope of the progrctmme,. 
This barrel vault1 considering the a}{is of symmetry and not taking into 
accounl· the ｾﾷｲｵｳｳ･ｳ＠ supporting the vault, had a total of 97 ioints as shown in 
Fig.2 .1C(this uses almost every single conceivable location). Provision for 
storing the >t1 y,z co ""'rdinates of 100 joints hod therefore been made while 
developing the programme. The number of equations were, therefore, not 
expected to be tnore than 100 x 6 = 600. Direct. solution of such a large $0T 
of equations is impossible on the computer. The programme v1as i·herefore 
developed using a special tech'"';tve. of successive block elimination for the 
solution of the equations. The details of this technique have been given in 
Appendix 1. 
2.6 Specific nutnbering of ioints 
The technique explained in Appendix 1 requires a structure i'o be divided 
into groups of ioints in such a way that the ioints in any particular group, say 
I h th l • d • D a • h d'" • r e r group, are on y connecte t·o tne 1ornts • n 1' e a 1acent groups r .. e. 
th th 1 il (r-1) and (rt-1) groups. An example of numbering of ioints in a dome • 
has been given in Fig.2.3a-b. The ioints in this dome have been numbered in 
two different ways keeping the numbe.r of groups of ioints as the same. The 
first way of numbering (Fig.2.3a) connects the first group of ioints to the 
third through member 3-9 csnd thus violates the condition set up above a 
While the second ｶｾ｡ｹ＠ ｳｨｯｶｾｳ＠ the correct numbering and grouping of joints 
satisfying the above condition .• 
Ficticious ioints viz. 5 and 10, as explained in Sec.2. 9 have been 
introduced in the dome while considering the axis of symmetry. 
The successive block elimination technique handles a structure in 
successive groups of ioints. ,l\t any stage of calculations the programt·ne deals 
with the equations representing the equilibrium of one particular group only. 
Due to the small storage capacity of the computer the number of equations in 
any one group has to be limited to 30. 
2. 7 Particu Iars of Eguations 
A rigid joint of a space structure has 6 degrees of freedom, displacements 
d X l 1 d y 1, 0 Z) in X 1, y ]1 Z l directions and rotations 6x 1, 6 y 11 8z 1 CJbout 
)t 1, y 1, z 1• Eooh of these deformations contribute one equation to the stiffness 
matrbc of the structure. The particulars of the equations existing at a ioint in 
30 
a structure are supplied to the computer according to the following code numbers: 
X 
a 
T=o 0 ｾ Ｍ1 
-1 0 
z' 
/,Yz z' 
X 
i<r 
Y' 
x' 
. b. 
Fig. 2·4 
x' 
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. _x
1
,y 1,Z 1 - the frame: co-ordinate system. 
x,y,z 
.:. the mer:nber ｣ｯＭｯｲ､ｩｮｾｴ･＠ system. 
·x 
11 
a·nd y ｾ｡ｲ･＠ parallel to x-'oy' plane. 
y, y 11 and z, z" coincjde with eoch other 
respe¢tively. 
T=[ 0 
-a 
0 
. xt/Y 
z...,__ ' 
i>j 
y' X /y. 
z.,._ j . 
x' 
c 
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Displacements Code Numbers 
d·x• 1 
ｾ＠ .,. 
"-21 2 
cfz• 3 
ex• 4 
(';yl 5 
ez• 6 
A II equations 7 
No equation 0 
The code numbet· 0 is given for a ioint in a structure having no degree 
of freedom e.g. a ioint fixed rigidly to an unyielding support in a rigidly 
iointed structure or pinned in the case of a pin iointed structure. To reduce 
the da·ta tape, a rigid ioint of a space structure having all degrees of freedom 
has been given a separate code number ｾ＠ 7. 
2. 8 T ransformaHon matrh' 
The transforrnation mah·ix for a member in a rigidly jointed spc1ce fraroe 
is very complicated. Hovvever, some simplification is possible in the case o·f 
space frames composed of rnembers with circular cross-sections e.g. the 
barrel vaults cctse I and II. In such cases the direction of one of the secondary 
axes of bending can be selected at will. 
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The progrorflme assumes that the y-axis of the member co-ordinate system 
" 1 y,z (Sec.2.3) is parallel to the x'oy' 
15 plane of the frame co«'>ordinate system 
and z and z• axes are in the same di-rection. 
With the ctbove assumption (y a>cis parallel to x 1oy• · plane), the 
transformation of a vector in x, y 1 x system into >ey•z • system of co-ordincii·es 
can be visualised cts (Fig.2.4a). 
1) The rotation of the vector in )t1 y, z ｣ｯｾ］ｯｲ｣ｬｩｮ｡ｴ･ｳ＠ about y and through 
an angle p so c1s to transform it into >t 11)' 11Z 11 system of co-ordinates where/; 
is the angle bet·ween >c and >< 1oy' plane, 
2) The rotation of the vector, now in x 11y' 1z 11 system, about z 11 and 
through an angle e so as to transform it into k 1y 1z J system of co-ordinates 
e being the ctngle between X 11 and }(I j 
The above first stage gives 
-cos ,5 0 -sin,6- x 
yll 1 0 
sinp 0 cosp ,, z 
from the second stage1 
-
><' , case ""SinG 0 
y' = sin8 cose 0 
0 0 1 
H 
X 
u 
y 
ff 
z 
y 
rotation through an 
angle p to transform 
z the vector from xyz into 
rotation through e to transform 
the vector from x 11y 11z n 
,c•y•z • • 
into 
-:cos e 
-sin& 0 J ｛ｏｓｾ＠ 0 Ｍｳｩｮｾ＠
-:1 = sine cose 0 
si:4> 
1 0 
0 0 1 0 ｣ｯｳｾ｟＠ Zt 
-
,\. 
cosp -sine &· sin¢ -- j: cos 6· -cos - e cos(; cos e -sin e. sin¢ 
-
sin cp 0 cos rp Lz. 
Now if x•, v•,z• are the proiections of the membet• along >c',y',z' O)(eS respectively 
then, 
ｾ＠ .2.. /').. ,l-' 
the length of the member becomes = l = x· + \ + 1 
sine= v· 
===- . 
.rxa + y•2 I 
sin p = 
cos e= x· 
.J)( 12 + y•2 
and ｣ｯｳｾ］＠ Jxi2 + y•2 
l 
Substituting 
}(I )(. y• )('Z I ){ 
T --Jx•2 + v'i2 L.fX•2 + y•2 
y' Y' )(I v•z• 
-. T -- ... .c> - ｾﾷＲ＠ + yi2 LV)(•2 + ｹｾ＠
y 
.z' z· 0 Jx•2 + Y'2 
l l 
l\ ｳｰｾ｣ｩ｡ｬ＠ cc1se 
The above transformation matrix cannot handle a member parallel i·o z • 
axis since in that case )( 1 and Y' boi·h become zero o The transformatio.n matrix 
for such a member depends upon its upward (in the +ve direction of z') 
L-------------------------------- ----- - -
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or downward direction. This transformation matrix is given in Figo2o4b, Co 
. . 
In general, .. the transformation matrix for ·a member, whether it is parallel 
t . .. .. b 16 
to z or not as gaven y 
T= 
Cl -b (a+ ·A )c 
-
.... , ..... j.A. 
b At a+).. -be 
-ｾ＠ )A 
c 0 (M ·A) 
v• y' z· 
where a = ll b = 1 1 c = L 
and for a2+b2 ) 0 {., r' = ﾣｬＭｾｴ［Ｒ＠
X = 0 
f''" = 1 
( "A= 1 
2. 9 ｾ｟＿ｦ＠ Symmetry 
The preparation of data tapes and. the computational work can greatly be 
reduced by considering planes of symmetry in a structure. A structure to be 
analysed is cut along its planes of symmetry and the equilibrium of the part of the 
structure lying between two consecutive planes is considered taking ini·o account 
its compatibility with the whole structure. A structure can have planes of 
symmetry which are not parallel to the frame co-ordinate planes e This parHcular 
programme has, however, been developed to solve only such pari·s of struci·ures 
which are bounded by a plane oa· planes o·f symmetry parallel to the frame cot.• 
ordinate planes. For instance, if the struci·ure shown in Fig o2 t5, is considered, 
ＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ - - - - - -
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DIAGONAL GRID 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED AT A 
Joints Relevent Code equations numbers 
1 dz' 3 
2,6 o· e· z' y 3,5 
3,7,8,9 dz',8x: 8y' 3,4 ,5 
4,5 6 z', 9x' 3,4 
10 8x', 8y' 4,5 
PIN JOINTED DOME 
WITH BALL SUPPORTS AT 8 
Join15 Relevent Code equations numbers 
1, 8 t 11 no equs . 0 
2, 9 dy·, o z' 2,3 
3/4,6,7 6x', dy: d z' 1,2 ,3 
5, 10 no equs. 0 
RIGID JOINTED DOME 
WITH RtGID SUPPORTS AT B 
Joints 
1, 8, 11 
2,9 
3,4,6.7 
5 ,10 
Relevent Code 
equations numbers 
no equs. 0 
dy' d z' 8x' 1 I 2,3,4 
all equs. 7 
dy', d z', 8 x' 2,3,4 
EQUATIONS AT JOINTS 
exampleS> 
Fig. 2.6 
' - i 
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i 
it wi II be seen that it has four planes of symmetry viz. m, :c, n, y and the whole 
structure can be solved under syn1metricol loading by considering the equiliba-i-um 
and compatibility o·f the shaded portion only. For the soluHon of the structure 
using this programme, due to the limitaHon mentioned above, it is necessc1ry )·o 
consider orthogonal planes of symmetry i.e. either xJ y, or m, n. In each case 
the fa·ame co*"'ordinates will have to be chosen pa1·allel to the planes of synunetryo 
Sorne typical e)<amples have been given in ｆｩｧＮＲＶ｡ｾ｣Ｌ＠ illustrating the maximum 
simplification possible in each case because of this limitation in the programme G> 
A structure can also be solved without considering the planes of symr11ehy or 
considering only one plane of symmetry parallel to the colt;l'ordinate plane, .even 
:f it had more than one. 
While considering the planes of sytnmetry the following three posH-ions 
of ioints and members in a structure must be taken into account:-
I 
1) Joints on a plane of symmetry: The loads at such ioints are required 
to be halved while considering the plane of symmetry. In ｆｩｧｾＲ＠ .6a loads cJt 
ioints 2 ancl4 will be half and at ioint 1 qucnter of the original ｬｯ｡､ｾ＠ The 
equatiors at such joints depend on the pldnes in which they I ie. The e><amples in 
Fig.2 .6a-=-c will illustrate this point. 
2) Members cut by a ｰｬ｡ｮｾ＠ of symmetry: Ficticious ioints are introduced 
at the intersection of such members and the plane of symmetry,e.g. the fictitious 
ioints 5 and 6 on metnbers P9 and R7 in fig.2 .oo. In the case of pin-connected 
z" a.c:ts t..JP"""""Clrds 
DIAGONAL GR I D S IM P Y 
SUPPORTED AT PO INT S 
MARKED -
Lone!- ur\lt load at L. 
FRONT DA--rA TAPE. 
EA._E.T2.. ,. E..lly.GT 
o-25 L 
o-707%. 
C>-47%.4 0 0 
c::>-2357 0 0 
0 0 0 
o-47X4 o-2357 o 
o-2.357 o-:a.3..57 o 
<> <>-2.357 0 
o-2.357 o-47Z4 
<> <>-47%. 4 0 
o o-7<>7X 
'-
ｾｃ＾ Ｍ C>F E:Gt_:S. . ｾＭＮＭ VARIOUS ...JOINTS. 
.:a 3 :a .:a .a x L 
LOA£> VE.CTO- AT C: ROUP.S 
-o-.:oas <> 
0<> C>OO 00 
0 C> 0 0 0 
£JI.SPLACE.I'-'\Er-..1TS 
.3 
5 
6-9423520 
.3-874.3.399 
-4-8r 7889.3 
-.3-478,388% 
4-X9%.4X07 
7 
6-xx98.34e> 
- r- 7 46 7o66 
-4-527%.8%9 
4-527X85.3 
-z-x.:a.o3.3..25 
-4-lt9X 4%79 
.3-47a.394a 
6 
-..:a.-74<>7246 
-6-xlt983Zo 
-x- 746 7<> 7o 
-.3-a74.3.366 
-4-Bx 79<><>7 
-6-9 42 444C> 
'-
5 
"' 
.3 
5 
4 
.3 
7 
5 
6 
a 
6 
5 
.3 
7 
a 
7 
8 
5 
6 
7 
a 
a 
9 
-sa 
-sa 
-sa 
-sa 
-sa 
-sa 
-s.:oo 
-sa 
- s:a 
- s:a 
-sa 
ｾ ﾷ ｳＺ｡＠
-s:a 
-s:a 
ＭＮｳ ｾ＠
-sa 
o-C> -s.:a. 
<>-<> -s.a 
-s:a 
-s:a 
-s:a 
-s:a 
-sa 
-s:a 
-sa 
-sa 
-s:a 
-sa 
-sa 
-sa 
-sa 
o-o -sa 
o-o -s.:a 
-s.a 
-sa 
-sa 
J<:>int Co 
3 02357 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 4714 0 2357 
6 0-:?357 0-2357 
7 0 0-2357 
B 0 2357 0471 4 
9 0 0 47 1 4 
1 0 0 0-7071 
TABLE 
z· 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
() 
N o of Code roos 
E"C"lS f or eqs 
ｒｾ ｬ ･ｶ･ＭＬＭＬｴ＠
lr»ac:f v.P.ct r:.r 
; -e- ｾ＠ ｾｳｾＭＭＭ ＫＭＭｯＧ］Ｇ Ｐ ｣ＮＮＮＮＮＬｯｾＭＭｾ＠
2 3 5 0 0 
1 3 0-75 
2 4 5 0 0 
3 3 _4 5 0.00 
2 3 4 0 0 
2 4. 5 o_o 
2 3 0 0 
0 
BACK DATA TAPE -
.3 
.3 .3 5 
z .lt s .lt 
.3X.35X 
5 4 5 X 
.3 .3 .3 
lt .3 
6 0 .3 
4 lt .3 
4 ... .3 
.3 X .3 
7 x - .3 
5 
5 lt 
4 5 r 
X 
5 lt 
4 X 
s 6 7 L ｇｾｏｕｐＧ＠ 2. 9 " ""' • C . 
a 9 x <> L ..... E:31C,.... G'F'il:a. .... P . 
5 4 5 
J[ 0 s lt 
2<>3.S:Z: 
6<>.345lt 
a o 4 s x 
6 4 .3 
5 0 4 
.3 0 .3 
7 .3 
a 4 
4 5 
5 X 
5 ][ 
4 lt 
5 J< 
7 .3 .3 4 
4 %. .3 % 
6 0 .3 4 s 
9 >< 3 4 r 
S 9 %<> L ｇｾｯＮＮＮ｟ＮＮｰ＠ ｾ＠ .,;..,, '9-u-c. 
L cr-de»- ｾａＮＮＮｅ＠ ｣［ｩＧｓｩＡＢｏｕＮｐＧｾ Ｍ
a 4 4 5 
5 0 4 " 5 lt 
6 3 4 5 X 
9 0 3 4 l[ 
X 0 <> 4 .lt 
9 .3 .3 4 
7 X 3 4 J< 
8 <> 4 5 ll: 
4 X 
X<> .a 4-
BC>4SX 
9 3 4 lt 
.::1<%%%%%%%%%%.::1<.::1< 
ｾｏｒｃＺｅＭｓ＠ _ 
-s-a 
-s-4 
s-:a 
8-o 
-6-6 
-B-o 
-a-s 
:a-s 
-.:a-.s 
-.:oa-s 
5-4 -.3-7 -3 
6-6 -.2 
8- s -.:oa 
-3-4 -4 
x -x -3 
-z-9 -a 
-a-s 
a-s 
a-s 
-a-s 
:a-s 
-a-s 
Ｍ｡Ｍｾ＠
-a 
-7-4 -9 
-:r -z -3 
X -7 -.3 
z -7 -3 
-3 
7-4 -9 
x-x -3 
-3-4 -4 
-.3-7 -3 
g - .... Ｍ｣Ｚ］ ｾ＠
j--.-.oc . 30,..,..,-
-4 
-a 
-3 
-s-s -:a 
s-s -a 
-::s 
-3 
-3 
-.3 
.3-5 '-.3 
-.a -9 -.a 
-x -.:a -4 
ｏｲＭＦｾｅＮｒＮ＠ C..CJ> ..... ｓＮＬｃＺｊｩｯｅＮＮｒａＭｲｾＮＮＮﾭ
U ..... 1r>ER_ ｣］ＮＮｯ＾ＮＭＮＮ｡ＮＧｓＮ＼ｴＮｾｃＺＺｒＺａＢＧＢｔＧｩｏＢ＠
z-9 -s2 
-.::a-3 ｯＭｾ＠ Ｍｳｾ＠
ＭＮ｡Ｍｾ＠ <>•o -s.a 
-a -9 -3 -sa 
7-4 -.3 -sa , 
E>e.c:trnple showin g ｣ＺｯｲｮｰｵｴＭｾｲ＠ out-put-
Fig. 2.7. 
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structures such joini·s are assumed to be pinned to a rigid suppoa·t giving no 
degree of freedom while in rigidly jointed structures they are treated in the same 
way as tha other ioints described in 1) on previous page, e ｯＹｾ＠ ioints 10. in 
ｆｩｧｾＲＮＶ｢＠ and 2.6c respectively. 
No special sub-routines were necessary in the programme for treating 
the ioints described in the above tvfo cases provided equilibrium and compatibility 
of the part of a structure under consideration was properly considered while 
preparing the data. 
Examples given in Fig.2.6o-c show the various cases of such joints and 
their relevant equations. 
3) Members lying along a plane of symmetry: The stiffnesses of such 
members are halved while setting up the stiffness matrix of a structure o A 
special ｳｵ｢ｾｲｯｵｴｩｮ･＠ has been added in the programme for this purpose. This sub-
routine requires a code number to be give§1 to the con1puter for every ｭ･ｭ｢･Ｑｾ＠ in 
the structure as illustrated belov1. 
Member particulars Code Number 
ｾｾＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮ＠ ＭＭｾｾ＠
Jv\ember lyin9 along the plane of 
syn1metry. A numbea· other than zet-o o 
1\i\ember not lying along the plana 
of symmetry. Zero. 
The placing of this code number in the data has been given in Fig.2,7. 
2.10 !::ogramrnes P 1, P2, P3 • 
The stiffness rnethod of structural analysis splits the analyticai work into 
two quite separate parts. 
1) The setting up and the solution of load displacement equations to 
determine deformations of various ioints in a structure. 
2) From these deformations the calculation of forces in the mernbers of 
the structure • 
It has been stated before thc1t the programme uses the block eliminaHon 
technique (Appendix 1) for solving the load displacement equations mentioned 
in part 1 above. This technique divides the first part of the analysis into two 
stages. In the first stage, load displacement equations are set up foa· successive 
groups of ioints and the deformations of any particular group, say the rth group, 
are e>cpressed in terms of the deformations of the ne>d' group to v1hich it is 
connected, i.e. (r+l)th group. This stage gives the absolute deformations of the 
last group of ioints. The second stage consists of successive back substitution to 
determine the ､･ｦｯｲｭｯｾﾷｩｯｮｳ＠ or th& o)·her groups. 
Briefly1 this means that the analysis is carried out in the following three 
stages: 
1) The setting up load displacement equations in groups of ioin'fs and 
expressing deformcttions of the rth group in terrlls of the (r+l)i·h group" 
2) Successive back substitution to determine the deformations of various 
ioints in the structure. 
3) The calculation of member forces fron1 these deforn1ations., 
The progrcnnme; P1, P2, P 3, were dev&loped for the above three ｳｾﾷ｡ｧ･ｳ＠
of calculations respectively. 
2. 11 Summary of limitations for the use ｯｾＺ＠ the Programmes, 
The limitations discussed in the previous sections together with some 
others, due to the cctpac Hy of the cornputer 1 cc.1n be summcu·ised as: 
1) The nutnber of ioints in the "vhole structure must not c;ncceed 100CI 
2) The nlembers of the sta·uci·ure should be such that Y""'axis of bending 
can be taken parallel to >c 1oy 1 plane. 
3) if the memb{:;rs of a structure are grouped depending upon their 
stiffnesses (EA, El, GJ) then i·he programme admits a rnaximum of three 
such groups o{.: members., 
4) Planes of syrnmetry; if any, must be parallel to the from co-ordinate 
planeso 
5) Joints in the structure should be nurnbered and divided into groups 
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of ioints such thc1t rth group is.connected to ＨｲｾＱＩｴｨ＠ and (r+l)th gt-oups only. 
6) There :1hould be no joint cornmon to c1diaceni· groups., 
7} The nun1b0r of groups of joints rnust not exc<?o<.i ｾＭＮＮ｣Ｎ＠
8) .. fhe rncJ>cimuro numbel· of joints in one group must not be more thc.1n l4o 
9) The structure must have either fixed or pinned jointsn 
10) The structure can be analysed ｵｮ｣ｫｾｬﾷ＠ only one Joctdinfj cos0 a ·t a t!n1e:) 
11) No group can have zero number of equations. 
ﾷｾＲＩ＠ Prograrnn10s can be used for cJ stt·uci·ure with constrained ioints 
provided ｾﾷｨ･＠ ､ｩｲ･｣ｾﾷｩｯｮｳ＠ of constraints ere parallel to the frume cor-o 
ordinate planes. 
The programmes P1, P2, P'l have been developed in such a WO}' thctt the ｾﾷ＠ " 
san1e originally propCJred data tapes (which wi II be called the front and the 
back data tapes) can be used for all of them. 1\dclitional data required for P2 
and P3 is obtained from the computer during the operation of P1 and P2 
respectively c1nd therefore requires no extra dc1ta punchina. The ｰｾﾷｯ｣･､ｵｲ･＠ for 
fe0ding the data ,.o thG computet· has ｢･ｦＮｾｮ＠ explained in Sec ,2" ＱＳｾ＠
2 o 12 ｐｲ･ｰｾｲ｡ｴ｟ｩ｣［ｮ＠ of Date;_ 
Prioa· to i·he actual preparation of data sheets for cJ structure f·o be cnctlysed 
care should be taken that the limitations and the requirements of the foregoing 
sections have been observed. 
It is found to be convenient to prepare a table showi.1g the joint nurnbers, 
co-ordinates1 number of equations at every ioint, particulars of the equcttions at 
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each ioint wa·itten in code numbers and the load vector for the structure under considerc= 
ation4· An e"ample of this is given in Fig.2.7. 
The data has to be divided into two parts as one part is fed into the front tape 
reader and the other into the back. The data for the structure shown in Fig.2o7 has 
been used as an example and· has been annotated to explain the various steps. 
2.13 Working of ｦＮｲｯｧｲ｡ｲｮｭ･ｳｾ＠
Flow bharts for the programmes P11 P2, P3 have been given on pages 52,53,54, 
respective I y. 
Programme P1: This ｰｲｯｧｲ｡ｭｭｾ＠ prints out the f rr I r and ti+l' r matrices 
(Appendix 1). This expresses the relations of the deformatiohs of one group in terms of 
the group following. 
Feeding procedure of the progrornn1es is as follows: 
1) feed in P1 togethet· with the non-standat·d sub-routines! 7' 18• 
2) feed the front and back tapes in the respective tape readers and continue, 
3) collect the output (hereafter terrnecl as output of P1). 
Programme P2: The programme ccllculates the deformations of various ioints in 
the sta·ucture by back substitution. The number of elements of f ,. r ｾ＾ｲ＠ & -tr .. 1,., matl'ices 
i.e. the output of P1, may be more than the storage capacity reserved for storing them 
in this pa·ogramroe6 To cover this possibility the following procedure must be used for 
feeding the tapes. 
1) Feed in P2 together with the ｮｯｮｾｳｴ｡ｮ､｡ｲ､＠ ｳｵ｢Ｍｲｯｵｴｩｮ･ｳｾ＠
2) Feed the front and back data tapes simultaneously in the respective 
tope readers and continue. 
3) Feed output of P1 into the front tape reader and continue. 
If the calculations are cornplete, 1·he computer will show 
n0 = 999999999, 
if not, it will show the value of n0 equal to the number of elements lefi· to be 
read frorn the output of P 1• In this case repeat the third point above H II n0 
becomes 9999999999. This ti&ne the compui·er wi II not read the ｬ｡ｳﾷｾ＠ portion of 
the output of P1 which was read previously. 
4) CoHect the o1;tput of P2 {de·fonnations),. 
Programme P3:- This programme calculates the forces in the members of 
the structure. Feeding procedure is as given belo\lv: 
1) Feed in Pt:l together with the non-standard sub-routineso 
" 
2} Feed output of P2, the deforrf1ations, into the front tape readet· and 
continue. 
The computer wi II si·op show ｩｮｾ［＠ the value of n0 equal t·o th0 total nurnber 
of equat·ions in the structure. 
3) Feed tho front and back tapes in the respective tape readers c1nd 
continue. 
2 • 14 9utput of resu 1! 
1) pefot·motions 
The programme P2 giVes the values of the defonncJtions at various ioints 
in the structure. 1·he dafonnations are printed out in the revers0 order of groups1 
ioints and equations at them. This mec1ns that the last deformation {the sequence 
of the deformations is taken OS J)< 11 dy11 cfz 11 0X 11 6y11 6z 1 respectively) of 
the last ioint from the last group is printed out first· o The deformation cf a ioint 
-------------------------- -- -- --- - -
4S 
having dx 11 £ z 1 and ey• degrees of freedom will be printed in the order of (;:>y·l, 
J z 1 and cf >t 1 respectively. The deformation output of a plain grid is given in 
The programme P 3 gives the foa .. ces in member co-ordinrri"e ｳｹｳ ﾷ ｾ･ｮｬ＠ ｡ｲＺ［ｴｾｮＸ＠
at the ends of the respective members. The ioints are considered in their 
numbering sequence and the forces at the ends of the members meeNng cJt a ioh-,t 
are printed ou\·. If a ioint i is undet .. considerGHon then the ｣ｯｭｰｵｩﾷ･ｾﾷ＠ ｶｾｩ＠ II print 
joint 11i 11 on a ne\rV line and leave a blank lh1e o It 'NiB then ｣｡ｾｾﾷ［ｩ｡ｩＧ･＠ i·h(-J forces 
at the end i of member ii and print the ioint number i on a new lino nnd forces 
p,<, Py, Pz, iV\"r N\y, iV\z on the same line. \'\/hen the calculation and printing 
of forces at the end i1 of the vat·ious mernbers rr1eetino at i is finishedr the comr·urer 
will leave a blank line ond go to the ne>tt ioint (i+l), as can be S80n from ｲＮＺｩｧｯＲｾＷ＠ o 
The analysis of these vaults \Vets done on the computer u5illg the;so ｰｲＺＧｴｧｲｯｭｭｇｾＨＧ＠
In i·he e:<perimenta( investigation of these sh·uci'ures, movements of the foints aiong 
the top chords of the supporring trusses ｶ＾ｾ｣ｲｇ＠ not re!ltraincd in ony direction o In 
the computer analysis of the vaults1 therefore, the supporting trusses were requh·ed 
to be taken as part of ｾ Ｇ ｨ･＠ sl ructure t) 
In Barroi Vault ｃ｡ｾ･＠ 1, i·he· compuh:)r analysis was ｩＧｨ･ｲｾｾｦｯｲ･＠ caJ·ded out 
i·aking into accouni· the supporting trus!)e!io This v:1uh vvc1s an·.:;i)fsod for )·hr.ee 
conditions along the longitudinal edges. Deflections and forces in the bcn·rGI vault 
for three edge conditions are given in Figo2 o 9ct-c p Joint nun1bers for this barrel 
vauli· ore given in Fig.2"8. 
HovoJever1 in the case of Barrel Vault CasG 1! 1 the supporting trusses could 
not be accounted for as the nun1ber of ioints then would have exceeded ＱＰＰＮＺｾ＠ To 
obtain more rec11istic results which \IVould ncar the experimental conditions of the 
ioints along the top chord of the trusses, the ctnalysis of this vault was carded out 
for tv'/o different constraint conditions of the ioints" In the first, these ioints vJere 
assumed i·o be encosh·e (Fig"2.11a) \:Vhile in the second, they were O:lsumcd 
constrained in all other directions except ·translation in x 1 and rotatton aboui· y 9 
a)dS ＨｦｩｧｾＲＮＱＱ｢Ｉｯ＠ The mean of these tv1o analyses should comp•'!tre favourabf)l 
with the e>cperimental resuhs. The ioint nurnbers for this barrel vault ore given 
in ｆｩｧＮＲｾ＠ 10. 
Henceforth1 wherever horizontal cmd vertical directions ctppecJr ｴｨ･ｾ･＠
signify thG directions of y 1 and z• respectivelyo 
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ﾷｾＪ Ｎ＠ ｾ＠
z' 
ｲＭ ＱＳﾷＵ Ｑ ｾ＠
ｾｹＧ＠
I 
.... . 
X' 
t------------ s( 
ｾ＠ Y' 
NUMBERING OF JOINTS 
BARREL VAULT CASE 
Fig.2·8 
SECTION PROPERTIES OF MEMBERS : 
3f16 0· D· 20 S.W.G. BRASS TUBES 
EA: 221,000 LB . 
EI : 650 LB. ｩ ｮｾ＠
GJ: 500 LB . ｩｮｾ＠
APPROXIMATED VERTICAL LOADS AT JOINTS 
REPRESENTING U.D. LOADING OF 0.1 LB./in2 ON PLAN 
JOINT NOS. LOAD IN LB . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 30 32 34 0 
10152025 2.41866 
11 16 21 26 31 5·35795 
12 17 22 27 6.24198 
13 18 23 28 33 6-79201 
14 19 24 29 6·97872 
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ly' 
FORCES IN LB . 
CONDIIION5 OF CONSlRAINl 
joint ｮｯｾ＠ movement rotation in thedire.ol about 
x' y' z' x' 1' z' 
113H R R R R R R 
914191(29 F R F R F R 
10 151015 F R F F F F 
JOJillll R F F F R R 
J( R R F R R R 
RES! F F F F F F 
F: FREE R:RESIRAINED 
DEFLECIIONS IN DIRE . Z' IN 1NS XI04 
EDGES RESlRAINED IN HORIZONlAL DIRE ONLY 
FORCES IN LB. 
t I 
.Y 
CONDiliONS OF CONSlRAINl 
x· . r-· ----r- r----f-----4!-_:.__.v. 
joint ｮｯ ｾ＠ movemtnt rotation ｩ ｾ＠ the dill . ol about 
x' y' z' I' y z' 
11345 R R R R R R 
911192429 F R F R F R 
- ·- r-- - 1- - -· 
10151025 F F R F F F 
. 
JOIIJ1 1l R F F F R R 
---
H R R F R R R 
--· 
RES! F F F F F F 
F.FREE R: RESIRAih£D 
DEFLECTIONS IN DIRE · z' IN INS.xto4 
EXCfPT !HOSE mkd. + WHICH ARE IN y' DIRE· 
EDGES RESlRAINED IN VERliCAL DIRE · ONLY 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF BARREL VAULT CASE I 
JOINl NOS. LOADING AND 5ECliON PROPERTIES OF MEMBERS AS DEFINED IN Fig. ｾﾷＸ＠
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FORCES IN LB . 
CONDITIONS OF CONSlRAINl 
jo1nt nos movement rotation 1n thedire.of about 
x' y' z' X' y' z' 
1114! R R R R R R 
914192429 F R F R F R 
10 11 1015 F R R F F F 
U Jlll R F F F R R 
)4 R R F R R R 
f----
REST F F F F F F 
F: FREE R: RESTRAINED 
DEFLECTIONS IN DIRE· Z1 1N INS.xt04 
EDGES RESlRAINED IN HORIZONlAL & VERTICAL DIRE· 
Fig .i·9 
SECTION PROPERTIES 
r--7.24638
11
-1 
PLAN 
" ｾ ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ ＸＴ＠
ROUt\D EA El GJ 
MEMBERS BRASS 
• 2 
LB. ｩｮｾ＠TUBES LB. LB. ln. 
ALONG BOOMS 3/,'6 o. D · 221000 650 500 
A' 
A AND A' 20 S.W.G. 
REST 3;;6 O.D. 145000 520 400 
B' 26 S.W.G. 
c· 
APPROXIMATED VERTICAL LOADS AT JOINTS 
0' REPRESENTING U.D. LOADING OF 0.1 ｌＸＮＯｩｮｾ＠ ON PLAN 
ｾ＠ LOAD 
w 
11 ｾ＠ !( J( /(v !( /( !\' J( /(' /( !\' /( !\' 1\v Avo lfC !\' !( ｸｾ Ｎ＠ ｅ ＭＮ ｾﾷ＠> 
w 
0 
lfl 
BOOMS JOINTS 
LB. 
INTERNAL 1.07413 
A- A' 
87, 87' 0.53572 
INTERNAL 1.95W 
B - 8' 
92 ,92' 0.97774 
c - c· 
INTERNAL 2.08995 
93,93' 1.04498 
D - D' 
INTERNAL 2.20679 
96,96' 1.10340 
E 
INTERNAL 2.24868 
97 1.12434 
I ·-
1 
I 
t y' 
NUMBERING OF JOINTS 
BARREL VAULT CASE II 
Fig.2.10 
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I l l . I - I A I l Y l A l li - I Y I l l 1--+x, I X X X A h X X X X X h J, X X I ,•, X - f- ·.., x' 
t. FORCES IN LB . ｾｹ Ｇ＠ FORCES IN LB. 
t, DEFLECTIONS IN DIRE. z' IN INS. X 104 ｾｹＧ＠ DEFLECTIONS IN DIRE. z' IN INS .X 10 4 
EXCEPT THOSE mkd. + WHICH ARE IN X' DIRE. 
CONDITIONS OF CONSTRAINT CONDITIONS OF CONSTRAINT 
movement rotat1on Joints along edge' restrained in y' direction movement rota lion 
joint nos. in the dire. of about 
X' y' z' x' y' i a 
and those along supports restrained as defined in rel(lvant tables b joint nos. in the dirt. of about X' y z' x' y' Z' 
1256117279 86 R R R R R R 125611727689 F R R R F R 
37121722273137424752 
576267778287 
F R F F F F 
37121722273237 42 47 52 
576267778287 
F R F F F F 
162126313641465156 61 F R F R F R 
66 71 7681919597 
REST F F F F F F 
16212631364146515661 F R F R F R 667176 81"9597 
REST F F F F F F COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF BARREL VAULT CASE II 
-
F : FREE R: RES TRAINED 
LOADING, JOINT NUMBERS, SECTION PROPERTIES & THE DIRE . OF z' AS DEFINED IN Fig. 
F FREE R RESTRAINED 
Fig.L-11 
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STOP I 
PROGRAMME P2 
Skip EA, Eiy, Eiz, GJ 
properties of members 
and the co=ordinates 
of joints from T.R.l 
Read no of equations 
at various joints 
from T.R.l. 
Read the number of 
groups of joints 
from T.R.2 and 
print this number. 
Read the joint numbers 
in each group and 
calculate the number of 
elements in the various 
tji and fii.Ii 
ｮｌｾｴｲｩ｣･ｳ＠ printed out by 
the programme FJ. 
! I S'J.lOP I 
! 
Read the number of 
the groups of joints 
from output of Fl 
pla,ced in ｔｾｒＮｬ＠
1 
Is 
the store sufficient 
.----.----H for the elements in 
ｾｴｪＮ＠ and fii·Ii ｾｭ｡ｴｲｩ｣･ｳ＠
Skip the element_f! of 
=tji and fii, L 
matrices for tfie 
follO\ving group of 
joints 
Read the ･ｬ･ｭ･ｮｾｳ＠ of 
ｾｴＮ Ｑ＠ and fii·li 
•
1 matrices 
-
-
Calculate the deforrna:tions 
of the various groups of 
joints read and print 
l 
,_ Hm-.r ma.ny elements -
from ｾｴｪｩ＠ and fu.I1 
matrices are left to 
read 
-Tnone 
I STOP I 
yes 
tJl 
w 
PROGRAMME P3 
Read the deformations 
of joints from the 
output of P2 placed 
in 'l'.R.l 
Read EA, EI,, ｅｬｾＬ＠ GJ 
proper·ties of membel'S 
and the ｣ｯｾｯｲ､ｩｮ｡ｴ･ｳ＠
of joints from T.R.l. 
Read no.of ･ｾｳﾷ＠ at 
various joints ｾｲｯｭ＠
T.Re2 
Read ｧｾｵＮ｣Ｎ＠ and the 
ＬＭＭＭＭｾ＠ next group of joints 
from T.R.2 
Read a joint'r'from 
g.u.o. the number of 
members meeting and 
the details of equs. 
at r. 
Head 1;he other end's' 
of a member 'rs', the 
axis of sy1nmetry 
condition, the -
part.iculars of eqs. , 
ru1d the category of 
the member rs. 
Set up lS., and ｫｾ Ｘ＠
matrices for the joint 
r of the member rs and 
lrnmring deforrua tions 
calculate the forces 
at the end Ｇｲｾ＠ of the 
011 the 
member. 
1 
members meeting a Q __ ｾＭｾ＠
joint r Ｎｦｩｮｩｳｨ･､Ａ｟ｲＭｾ＠
I 
!A11 joints in the g--:rouPl L finished? _ji-___ _,,..J 
l 
ｾｾ＠ All groups of joints 
ｾＭＭ L finished 'i 
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'-" • I l ni-roduc"fion 
The stiffness ｭ･ｴｨＮＺＬｾ＠ of ..... ;--:alys:s c.:.;cussed in the previous ｣ｨ｡ｰｾﾷ･ｲ＠
is impossible to use \vhhou)· c: co;i"jputt:;; for a structure of any size. Approximate 
me·i·hods have ﾷ［Ｍ［Ｌ･ｾﾷＭＺＮ＠ Ｎ Ｗ ＰＱ｜ｾ＠ been developed for the ana I ysis of structures I ike braced 
barrel vaults. 0i8:ch 1s methoC: ;: _ ｟［ｮｴｩ｣ＮｾＳ､＠ in Sec. 'i • .5 is generally used for 
.jarrel vaults with a pctrdcular ·:·yiJe of ｾｲｇ｣ｩｮＸＮ＠ Ｍ｣［ｾｾ＠ vcdidi1·y of this method 
- · h 1 f b d ' I• : 1 I ' .b : . 1 r 1\:>r r e rype o rc1ce sysrem c lS(.ussec. i1era nCis nor een c.-.......... <:ca so iar. 
However, the ｲ［ｾ｣ｾ［＠ 'Nidaly use\... ... ｾｴｨｯＶ＠ for ＭｾＺＭｾ･＠ 6arrel ｶ｡ｵｬｾＭｳ＠ \:i-;-h three way 
d b • 'I I h I' I ' II 19 r 20 r 21 h • h • d • d sri t·ype ｲ｡｣ｩｲＺｾ＠ I i"ne s ell anctogy ..:;;;::,:;.-oaci1 w 1c 1s 1scusse 
here. 
The ancdysis of cy!indri-: ..... shells considers the equations of equilibrium 
of an element of 1'1-:t:! shell and 1'"n0 relc ＺｊｲｾＮＮＺ＠ c :. ·.:1.ecting the s·tress s-:-rain and 
• do l 1 -,h (' '.l .!. 'h ,• c •r•l • r 'h I ' stra 1n tsp acemerYIS. e racr rn.:. 1 r e ec1uc·i· . ..::..'1s o·. equ 1 tbn ｕ［ＢＢｩｾ＠ or r e e lemenr 
ｾｯ＠ not depend upon the ｩｮｴ･ｮｾ｡＠ I form of the e l ernent allows the ..... ｾ＠ .... 0.,: these 
equations of 0C
1
...Jillbrium, obtaine: __ fro:.- ·L-: e element of a ｣ｯｮｴｩｯＮＮｵｯｵｾ＠ shell, for 
' I . f .. I ' d I I' 0 I . I h I ·' I • • the ana ys1s o a rencu are s!181l. ri 11;c; orner ano, rne srress sr.-cin 
relationships depend upon the .elastic constants in different direci·ions of the: $hell. 
In case of isotropic shells these constants remain i·he same in all directions, 
while consic;;ering a braced barrel vaul-i analogous to a shell, the medium i$ ｲ ｾｯ＠
longer ｣ｯｮｾﾷｩｮｵｯｵｳＬｾ＠ the eictstic constants vary in ､ｩｦｦ･ｲ･ｮｾＭ -- .-:..:.:ctions. This 
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suggests that if the vcria ·;· ion ｯｾＺ＠ ＭＮ［ＮＮｾｩｳｴｩ｣＠ ｣ｯｮｾﾷｩ｣ＺｮＺﾷｳ＠ in cliffereni· directions of a 
non-continuous shell is ｣ｯＺｾＮ［［Ｎｩ｣ｩ｡ＺＰ､Ｌ＠ the zolui·ion i"o tha whole ｪｊＺｯｾＧｊＡ･ｭ＠ may 
be obtained from the Ｑﾷｨｾｶｲｹ＠ of i"11a corr-:: .. :;;onC::.-. · con·;inuous shell. . .._, 
3.2 ａｳｳｵｭｰｾﾷｩｯｮｳＮ＠
1) The thickness of i·he she II is sma I i as compared with its oi·her 
dimensions. 
2) All points l)ting on ｯＮＭＮｾ＠ ｮｯｲ［ＺＺ［ＺｾＮ＠ ｾＭｯ＠ the micidie surface before 
I f t" ' •J rt I ｾ＠ . • az ·orma 1ons, ao r 1e sc1m.a .:n e r c.e·:ormc·1 !on. 
3) For al! kinematic relc·.-ions ;·:-.-.:. ｾｩｳｩＧ｣ｴｮ｣･＠ z of a point from the 
middle SUlface may be ｣｣［Ｍ Ｎ ｾ＠ :c!er(:.C as ｵｮ｣ｾｦｦ･｣Ｑﾷ･､＠ by i·he deformation 
of the shell and o-z is ｮ･ｾＮｩｧｈＩＺｾＮ＠
4) Ali displc1cements are very srnall, i.e. i·hey c1re neglig;0Ie as 
3. 3 No tat ions 
E - modu.Js ol: cicsi·icity of the rnateric.l of i·he members. 
A - cross-seci'ionc.: area of a mer.1Ser. 
second moment of area. 
'The other notations and convec.dons are the same as given in i·he 
reference 22 . 
The ana I ysis of the she: i ＺＬ｣ｾｳ＠ been ·-·: v ided i ｮｾﾷｯ＠ two separai·e potts. 
In the firs1· part, only i·he membrane forces for t-ransmission of the applied u .d. 
t 
ｾ＠
til 
0 
u 
""< 
1 
Fig. 3.2 
DEVELOPED PLAN 
Fig. 3.1 
.............. ＨＭＭｾｾＭｾＭＭＭＫ＠ ｾ＠
p ? 
Fig.J.J 
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loading are considered vvHhout taking into ｡｣｣ｯｵｮｾﾷ＠ the edge load conditions 
of the shei I. The second part deeds with the general theory of shells and 
does not take into account the appi ied u. d. loading. The superposition 
of these two gives the final solution to 1·he p_roblem. 
3.4 Elastic constctnts. 
It has been stated in ｓ･｣ｾｚＮｬ＠ tha·i· ;·he c::fferen1· elastic constants will 
have to be taken into accour1i· w:-.::e ｣｣ＭＮｾＮｳＺＨＮＺＮＺＺ［ﾷｩｮｧ＠ ·;·;;e ｳｾｔ･ｳｳ＠ strain relationships 
of an e lemen·i· of· -:-:.c ::;:-.c 11. These ｣ｯｮｳＺﾷｾｮ ﾷ Ｚﾷｳ＠ vvi;; be ex.:>ressed in terms of ·i·he 
relevant te1·ms of Elasi·ic /v\odulus and Poisso:l 1 s ratio of ·i·he liiaterial of the 
structure. The ｡ｳｳｵｭｰﾷｾｩｯｲｾ＠ 3 ;n Sec.3.2 i"C"'·""'..::..;;s 1·ha stress strain relationships 
to: 
( 1 a -c) 
Ｍｾ＠ e:xprE:ssed 1n 
ch ' .- .. , .1 i·errns 01 t e re levcin'l' r: and Y c. ·:ne mote:na . 
3.5 Expressio;·ls ·:c;: ·rhe elastic ｣ｯｮｳｴ｡ｮｾﾷＮＺＮＮＺＬ＠
1. • d I I • • t" I l t • • (' J ! ... . : r 1s assume rnar rne sne 1' IS corn pose a or a ne.wori( or ｴｳｯｳ｣ｾ＠ ies 
triangles. The basic differential elem.s,-.-: i:> taken cs -:he diamond shapeq 
unit formed by two adjacent isosceles ·:·dangles wi ·.· ....... ＺＺｾ｣ｯｭｭｯｮ＠ side lying 
along generator o=;:, ' ·,. 'i). 
a 
- -- --- -- ---------------------
Fig. 3.4 
Fig. 3·5 
' \ 
\ I 
I 
' / .. ｾ＠ .... 
ｾ＠ ... ·-·-· 
.... 'C ... .._ I 
........ ' 
" 
b 
' 
' 
' \ 
' 
' 
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T ｴ ｾＮ＠ d r r ,.. L d • ' • • f o 1n the va1u0s or c .:.f> an v1> 1 .e. ･ｩ｡ｳｾﾷＺ｣＠ constani·s tn cp 
oirection, the effect of equal a:--,d opp.:;:>H·e forces acting an the same 
direction (Fig.3.2) on the ｢｡ｳｾ｣＠ unit ｾＮＺ［［ｭ･ｮｴｩｳ＠ studied. This force 
produces 
p 
2cos 'f' 
'J ｳｾｮ＠ "-rJ · 1 I • ,, i (' • h I I • 
ana ----- ｲｯ［ﾷ｣･ｾ＠ :n t e memoers as sno\v,l "' 
cos\? 
;=;g .3 .2 where 2'-!1 is ·rhe angle .Jci·weeri i·wo equal sides of an isosceies 
triangle. 
ｾＮＢＩ｟＠ｰｾ＠ '5\'i''\ .... ｾＬ＠
cos';J_"P 
Deflection of the unir in .::) direc-i·ion: 
' 
...... 
= 0'-> 
Strain tn cb direction I 
d.':> 
ＭＭｾｾＭ ﾷ ﾷ＠
?.. ... Q c.os. '-! 
Deflection in ｸＭ､ｩｲ･｣ｴｩｯＺｾ＠ = 
0 . 
\ :;.. • -" .j 
-----s. ｾ［＠
S t ra in i n x -d : : ｾ＠ c t ion E. ')(.. 
EA=Cons·;·c;nt 
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The area relevcmt to ＨｓＢＧＢＢｳｾﾷ＠
The elastic modulus in c. 
I d i rec.t ion = 
E (2a) 
Poisson 1s ratio in ｾｴＩ＠ direcrion 
(2b} 
by studying . the effect of equci} cind opposite; forces P acting on the e:ement 
This gives: 
<- ::_, 
ｾｬｫ＠
c).,(_ 
E-.c:.. -= ---ＢｊＮＮｾＮ＠ s\'\"'";" 
2P·.Q 
EA 
::. 
.·-
C.">t. = 
p 
- --- ) E. A 
ｳ｜ｾｦＩ＠ ........ ｾ＠
cos':l--..:_.. 
To find t·he sheat modu Ius G 1 the element is studied under i·he 
(2c) 
ＨＲ､ｾ＠
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a;::;plication of the shear ｦｯｲ｣･ｳｾﾷ｟Ｚｾﾷ［ﾷ＠ ｪｯＺｾＺ＠ . .) ..... und C (Fig.3.4a). ror the 
ｾｾＮＬＮ＠ ...... ' 
E. •. _,II ibrium of the e Ierner. i· i·he force ai· ｾ＠ and D will be D COS '-P 
?x sin \!.J 
D 
This si·ate of forces produces ｾ ﾷ ｸ＠
---
• r compresstve rorces 1n 
P. ｾ＠ \:;nd 3 and ｜ｾｘ＠
ｾＭＭ2 sin \!.t 
' 
2 ｳｩｮｾｾＯ＠
' ﾷｩﾷ･ｲＮｾＺｬ･＠ forces in . ] and 4. 
As i·he lengths of the members 1, 2, 3, 4 are equcd, the coni'rCJcHon 
ｾＩ＠
of 2 or 3 and extension of 1 or 4 C:ue i·o i·he force 1cpx 
:.-. i.l.::tgnitude. This has been shown in fig.3.4b. 
Now, 
Contraction of 1 or 4 -= ｣［ｾ ﾷ ｲ･ｮｳｩｯｮ＠ of 2 or 3 
From the Fig. 3 .-'-ib c;i· join·i· A, 
and 
- -- -······-· - -- . - · --· ----
., ｾｷｾ＠ \"' 2.. ... ｾ［＠ .: \"'. Ｇ｝ｾ＠ • COS '-;..1 
..l(.o... .... , y, -.: y \ . As "'( \ is sma I I 1 
Similarly at joint 8, 
6.2-
c.nd 
6. ?-
ｾ＠ .s\-n'-v = ---------------2.Jl· s\ .. :-& '{.I • ｣Ｎ｣ｾＧｦ＠
must be eciua l 
.; 
_, 
·-· EA 
also is very sma II 
. •• shear strain = "Y' -\- "< l. = 
= 
-... s i "" '-I-' • c. o s 'f' 
Pep"}(_ 
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Area re levan·i· to r ·- = 
Shear Modulus = G 
Summarising: 
f:.. cb = 
• 
ｶｾ＠ :::: 
Yc.> ::: 
I 
3.6 lv\ernbrc.ne analysis. 
.. , 
c o s ·-:... r::: 
·----...,--- • \,..,... I 
.r • ｾ Ｍ \ 11 -.\· .• -:.:;. ｜Ｇ｜Ｂ［ｾＬ［＠ ... ; 
\..' I •- • ,;' 
ｾＮ［Ｎ｜｜Ｂ｜ｾＭ ｾ＠
ＭＮＭＮＮＮＮｾＩ＠
c.os ｾ｜Ｎ［ＮＮＮＭ
:L Cos.':::....,l_,. "S\\"\ ＮＮ｟Ｚｾ＠
!i\ ｾＭﾷ＠ .., . Ｌｾ＠ \ ....... Ｍｾ｜ＮＱＮＱＧ＠
\' j ＬＮｾ＠ ;.;:;) o I IJ' 
( 2e) 
( 2a-e) 
ｳｾ＠ . ..::i1 ｵｮ､ｾｩＧ＠ ＯｾＮＮＺ＠ C!p;)lied load. !.·is assumed thai· the ｃＴｰｰｴｩ･｣ｾ＠ :oad has only 
. (1) P. ).. 0 • -1 •• • (' s tWO componen·is , <].> QCJ Jng 1n ·;ne c:.;;e.:: ·:· . .,:..;; o·l s> and (2) radia I 
c0mponen1· D , • • t 1 z. acnng· 1nvvarc:s. Ｍｾ＠ ..... . - .. ': -."" ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ·::. . .,. b . ,.. ::: ｾＭ '... ""' ... - ｾ＠ ｾＭ.. le e"':....h ..... , ..... :.::. ...... c.au1 1 num u• ••. c Ｎ［［Ｎｾｲｮ･＠ . Ｎｾ＠
' 1 
o ·.:: ｾＭｨ･＠ shell, in membrane state, ｯｾ［＠ longih;c.:nc:i leilgth dx and ｴｲ｡ｮｳｶ･［ｲｳｾ＠ wie:·;h 
ｾ＠ ' I h . ' I ｾ＠ • b 22 ｏＮＮ｣ｾｬＩ＠ uncer t ts . ...:.:.a1:1g are g1ven y 
a C\. 1 z. 
ｾ＠
'\- ｾ｜＠ c&-x. 
' 
:::'. 0 I 
0· 
Integration of the above g:ves: 
(3a-c/ 
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( d ［ ｾ＠ Ｍｾ＠ｎｾｳＭ［ＮＮＺＮＮ＠ . P· = J p --- --0.. Ｐ｜ｾ＠
"" 
-- ( t 
) 0.. 
0 ;·· .. .. ·:":-L 
ﾷＭｾ Ｍ Ｍ
The functions f, ((>) and 
Oo 
I 
.: (: \ 
1 :.. lf.J 
t 
｣ＮＭｾ＠
vVi".0n X = c or L, 1'-!x = 0 Ctid X = "'' -o ) :'-,....IX • 
The si-ress resu!i·ctnts Cire siv..;n by: 
,..... 
..!.- .. ( . \ 
I 
' ｾ＠ C,>) > 
( h:.a -c) 
' .:: .. ' 
'._., .. -c; 
Under uniformly clistribui"::::.:: loc.2 q on ;·he pian c.:._.:.., 
｣ｾﾷｇ＠ given by 
Expressing unity in Fouri.::: forrr. 
t:-.e componeni·s of load can be vvritten c:s 
o. 
I ｾｄ＠
':J I z. = 
-
' 
\Vilere o< :::. ｟ｮ｟ｶｾｾ＠ c_'· • 
L 
c: •I' 
.............. 
ｾ＠ ' \ ' .. 
( 6a-b) 
ｾ＠ 7a-b) 
.:.< ')-:_ 
-- J 0-... 
,..._ ) \0a -c 
3.7 Equations ｦｯＺｾ＠ u, v ar:d vv 
These equai·ions can be ｯｓｾﾷ｣ｬｩｮ｣ｃＺ＠ by ［Ｚ［ﾷＬ ﾷ ｾｾｾｾｮ＠ dis;:,lccemeni· reiationships 
;he middle surface, in 1·erms of ·i·:-:3 dispracemeni·s u, v, 'A' of ·i·he corresponding 
. )oint, say Ao, on the middle surfcice ｶＬＺＭＮｾ［｜ＮＮｾ＠ AAo is nctr;:..:.i to the ｲＮｾＮＺＮＺｾＭ］ＮＺＺ･＠ surface. 
Th I • I • • f ese re 1dhonsn Ips ore g :ven oy 
\;'. \l E-x = "Z. w_ c.. o..'l-
.. 
.... ｾＺＺＺ＠ w w (9a-c) \,) -',· Ecp ::: - ( t:A-\· -z) Ｈｾﾷ｜ﾷＺＺＮＮＮ＠ ｾ＠c.. 0... 
The i·erm \ 0 I f a I 0 r r ＭＭｾ＠ tn t 1e a.:>ove ･ｸｰＺｾ･ｳｳｩｯｮｳ＠ can oe wnrren as ｾＰＮＮ＠ -\·Z) 
ｓｵ｢ｳｲｩｴｵｲｩｲＮｾ＠ ·;l1is 1n the express!ons(9ct-c)and ｮ･ｧｬ･｣ｾﾷｩｮｧ＠ higher powers 
of 7- , the si-ra ins are 
0.... 
I 
ﾣｾ＠ "--'- z ;:: 
C\.. 
.... 
'\, w Ecp = - ·-C, 
Jl Lu 
ｾＧＲＮ＠
. -... 
ｾ ﾷ ＭＢ＠
ｾｾ＠
-i-
-o:-
z 1.9' 
0. -\- 0.. --· a_':L 
(\-
.__ _______ ..;.._ _____________ -- .... . 
%) 
c.. ) (lOa-c) 
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S I. I I . . I • · :ass Cllspiacement re anons:i 1:) 
Substituting equations (2c-...,) an(. ("1 .... ｾＮＭ｣ｾ＠ :.1 (1a-c), ｾＭｨ･＠ foi iovving 
si·tess displacemeni· equations are ｯ｢ｩｾ｡ｩｮ･､Ｚ＠
--! o' r 
:.:....w); 
.J 
The effeci·ive cross-sectioiic:l arec anC: ＺﾷｾＭＺＲ＠ ＮＺＺＺｾ｣ｯｮ､＠ momen:· of ct.=:a c ·:: 
b J: h . . . ' T b I I') • • I I a t.-.em er tort. e ｶ｣ｮｾｴｯｵｳ＠ stress re::.:.. .. i·anh:; ＮＮＺｴｾ｜ｾ＠ g:ven lit h1e a e.::> .. i P&!ovv: 
-
(l!_. _ ｾ｟ＭＱ｟Ｍｲ｟･ＭｳｳＭＭ _____ A_r_e_a __ _ 
_ ｲ･ｳｵｬｴ｡ｮｾﾷ＠ rest...1 ｾ ﾷ ｡ｮｴ＠
Nco l 
p.\ ( \ ｾＭ 2. ｳＮＺＭｾｾ＠ 't""') 
?.. .A. cos,:-> 
A·COS'-J.I 
..Q. s\)')'f 
TABLE 3 .. 1 
I.. COS\--' 
-----
s \"' 'Y 
In the above i·able the effeci·ive :·.--.omen1· o·.: .:::·aa hCis also been incluc-::d 
suice ii- is used :n the la·ri·er peri· c .; the c:nc!lysis. 
Knowing t:;a stress-displacement relationships, the expressions for tt.c 
the relevant stresses over a section of unit \\':cri1 of shell ･ｬ･ｭ･ｮｴＺＭＺ Ｎ ｾ＠
. ' 
'·· V 
(11a-c) 
h r !J • I r • , • . I tc ｾＭ e ro O\VL1g ryp2s or 1ntegra!s Ｑｮｶｯｾｶ･｣Ｚ＠
·tf".!.. 
( r- h 
... r "t:.. c.: z. 
) 
l ' 
' (' ' 
"Tz.. -;J ..... " 
.I - ｾＭ ' 
- tj'2. - "=-j'J... 
.... ｶｶｾ ﾷ Ｍｾｲ･＠ ·c:t: is the length of a fibrE: c.t a c:!s)·ctnce z from the middle surface. 
Examining 1·he c1bove int_;;g:·a!s, it ccm ::Jc seen that, 
Ｎｾ＠ \ 
ｾ＠ .;f z.. Oi 'Z. 
j 
. . , 
.-
('> I 
t z.· "Z.· C\ Z 
,; 
- '1;:1., ｾＭ
is the area of ｣ｲｯｳｳＭｳ･｣ｾﾷｩｯｮＬ＠
• ｾ＠ f r• 1 • J: ｴｾｾＧ＠ • • 1 1 1 1s ｣ｲ［ｾＭ［＠ rtrsr momer.r 01 ｡ｲｾ｡Ｎ＠ ｾﾷ＠ .::s 1nregrcn ｯ･｣ｯｲｮｾｳ＠ ｺｾｴｶ＠
ｔ｣ｾｩｮｧ＠ irYi'o consideration the above forms of integrals c,nd ｾ Ｍ ＮＭ . ...:: 
･ｾｾ］･｣ｩＧｩｶ･＠ areas from Table 3. 1, the ex2:·essions for the stress resuhcrr;·s can 
be wri-rten as: 
Nx = ( <'='"' ••. , f-· d -.) .... - ,;..- • .!.... 
Ｍﾷｴｪｾ＠
-\.l:L 
Np'. = ) "'-'/> ..f:z.. dz. 
- :q:l.. 
Npx = 
·tt2. 
( r.- r J \ ｾｾ＠ it. • ·cz · ､ｾ＠ z 
-tj-;.. 
ｅｴｾ＠ . s\'l> y . ｣ｯｾ＠ 'f· (...; ..... .:..- v ·j . 
n..§ 
-------------------------- - ···--- . .. ... -. 
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. ,. 
v. Ｍ ｾＮＮＺ［＠ rerrom 
2 s.\· .... ｜ｾ＠
I 
\ . Ｂ｜ＧＭＮＡＶｾｾ＠
s,\, ｾ｟Ｌ＠ · Cc'S '{1 1 . - .-·- ) \ ｾ ＭＺ＠ -c 
(J c..i! 
= ---' EA 
Subsi·ituting equa·rions(8a -c) in(! ＲＺｾＭ｣Ｉ｡ｮ､＠ ｩｮｩﾷ･ｧｾｾ｣［ｾﾷｩｮｧＬ＠
:"-. 2. s\-n'}' [(G..- ＮＱｾＺ［［ｷＬ＠ 'l}c.::.s""(cp,_- S") - Q. s\,.{'-( <?·c<:Oil cos Ｍｾ｣＠ , 
( 14·a -c) 
where 
a 3 
.t.,-9,--- 0 ... p = -·-EA L 
ｾｾ＠ ＭＭＮ Ｎ ｾＧ＠u,."'' 
2 4- -5.. ·,-; ｾＮ＠ c. c.·: ｾＬＮ＠ ; 
I 
c<. -.- (1 ;- 2.-s.\·,')..:,-J ; • 
...J 
ｳＺﾷ｣Ｎｾﾷ･＠ of the shell. 
3. Ｇ ｾ＠ Edge load problem 
load problems to determine the interaction ｢･ｴｾ･･ｮ＠ shell and the ic.-.:::Jd;;j,;.: 
edges ｶｯｾｩｴｨｯｵｩﾷ＠ considering the externally applied load. As a simplii:-:c .. ion c·.: 
t . -. genera I theory 1 the tangentia I forces in the plane of the she I I, Np'x ｡［ｾ､＠
I' .. ; are assumed to be equal. The implication of this assumption is 1<-1at th.:: 
(_ 
c J 
. - ------------- -- --- - -------------------, 
tangential ｣ｯｭｰｯｲＮｾＺｮｾﾷ＠ of i·orsion is zero. Similarly the 1·orsional moments 
lvb<y{ and ｉｖ｜ｾｾＨ＠ have been assumed to be equa I • 
In ·this case the equcttions of egu il ［ｾｲｩｵｭ＠ of the element of the she I I 
of-Jongitudinal length dx and transverse length d.;i are given by 22 
' ｾ＠N-x -\- N cp?t = o , 
(15a-e) 
" 
I Qcp ·\- Q?:.. + ｜ｾ＿＠ ; Os 
0 I 
\'1\cb -',- \'1\c.b -.t a. Q(> .::: 0 I I I 
/"';Q,,... ｾ＠ 0. 
- ｾ＠ \,""'-
Equations(l5a-c)can also be writi"en as 
. \ G 
N -;t. -\- N ｾＩａＮＮ＠ = r> ｾ＠
( 16a-e) 
The above five equations contain eight unkno\.Yns, and in order that the 
ｰｬｾｯ｢ｬ･ｭ＠ may be solved it is necessary to determine other equations, so tha·r 
any of the unknovvns may be found in i·errr.s of one unknovvn only. 
The remaining three equations at0 ｯ｢ｴ｣ｩｮｾ｣ＮＮ＠ ·rrom relations 0la-c) 
The expressions for the general solution to a barrel vault with any ｣ＮＺＭｾｴＬＮ･＠
are extremely involved. The further derivation has therefore been ｲ｣ｾＮＺＮ｣ｴ･､＠
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to the case under ｩｮｶ･ｳｴｩｧ｡ｴｩｯｮＬｾ＠ where ClLf_. • ..:. \./ = 30° (Barrel Vault Case 1) 
ｅＧｾ｣Ｎ＠ = E ) E -L- ﾷｾ＠ r= ,, ' lU - - l.- .J ｾｾ＠ ::: --
I 5 3 ｇＺＺＮｾｅ＠ 4- . 
The stress displacement relationships i·hen become: 
.. r:- ..... -
v ...... -
E r • ｾ＠ ( o ·' -· u '"l • " .... )_, 2_ . _ \ Lt. -\- .g. ｾ＠ -\- w1 _ =. ( w "i- 2.. W ＭｾＭ 5: tu J ＢＧＱｾ＠ 0,. ..... ':> a. 5 
( a7a-c) 
Having known(l7a-c} the exprassions fer the various stress resultants Nx, 
Np, Npx, lv\x, /Vtp, Mr6x are obtained in a similar manner (Sec. 3. 7). In 
ＪＡｾ＠ ｴＯｾ＠
this case besides the two integra Is ) +z-d-;;. and ) f;<.--z.cl-z the third ini·egral 
*-J::. - i./2- - ｴｪｾ＠
( .t 2.. ｾ＠
) l Z.· "1- ·O'"l: is also involved foi dei·erminai·ion of Mx, Mp and 1\Apx. l"!ow 
-t:.J;,_ 
'i:.j'"J-J .f ｺＮＮｺｾ､ｺＮ＠ is the second moment of area of cross section. 
-tJ;:. 
Considering ·i·hese ini·egrals along vvith the effec·i·ive A and I from 
Table 3. l, the stress resultants are given by 
.!..:.f"J.. 
N-"'- .:: ) ｾＭｸ＠ ｾＺＲＮＮＭ｣｜ｺ＠
-\:.b. 
= 2. E 1\ r 5 U' ｾ｜Ｂ＠ 3 "• ..L. c w-! 
4-f"i ...R. o.. L ' .1 
Ｍ｜Ｎｊｾ＠
ｾ｣ｰ＠ = J s-cp.f;;:.c\L. 
-til-
- 3EF\ \-u.' -\- ";)'\}I)+ ｾｷｊ＠
- ｾｾＱＭｾｌ＠ , 
-'ch. 
ｎＴ＾ｾＺＺＺ＠ J \cpit_ .fz. ｇｴｾ＠
-1:./:l-
=- 3 EA Lr- uo "\- v'] ' 
ｾＭｾＮｑﾷｃａ＠
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t/";1.. 
J c '?:.0 • -t :z. • z. . c.\:z. 
-t}'l.. 
::: 2 E I ( '3 w -1- ｾ＠ w • 1· 5 W u) 1 
4.-i?. ..t . o.?-
-t}'.l-
=- ( ｾｱ］＾＠ . .f:z.. Z· cl:z. 
-t{;:l.. 
T ( •o \) :;: 3E_. ｾ＠ 3W i- ｾｬｬＮＩ＠ •'- w I 
Ｔｾ＠ _Q..o.. 
\.{?-
( ｾ｜＠ ·}, (l:z.. -;· .... \ "/ j ｣ｲｾＭＢｴＺ＠ -.'--'\ .... 
-ti:J-
( 18a -f) 
Ｈｾ［ｊＬ＠ u,v,w arc; connected ·i·o or:e another by eleven unknowns ＨﾷｾＬＺＮＭＺ［ＭｅＩ＠ and 
(i8a-f) Thus by successive differential .s.imina·rions His possible i'o arrive at 
one equation of compatibility in ｨｾｲｭｳ＠ of one unknown only. This elimination 
can be done as fo: ＮＬＮｾ｜｜ Ｑ ｓＮ＠
Substituting equations(lSc-0 in equa'fions(16a-c) and puti·ing I 
A o.?-
substituting v, from( 19a) !n ｜ｾ＠ S{b, c) ·i·ha fo[ Iovving equations are 
obtained: 
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(19o-c) 
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( 20a-b) 
To obtain w, the following expression is evaluated: 
where RandS are the equations(20a)and(20b)respectively, 
wherefrom, 
(21) 
. (21) is the equation of ｣ｾ＠ .... :)atibility in one unknown, w . 
This equation is satisfied by 
"- .... -.... _... . ｾ＼ＧｘＮ＠
c..u ::: L e : ｳＧｾ＠ -a:- , 'vvhere o( = "':IT\""a.. L 
n = number of the term in the ser:es, 
L = :cngth of Barrel vault, 
giVIng, 
c.:. ,- .:.i- ｾＭｾ＠ G ' I "l.. c. + :l .t:. 
"1'\') -\- ｌﾷｾＭ 3 ( 3- \=>) o\. j '\'Y) .,, ｾＭ ｾｴ＠ ( ｾ｜ＭＮｴ｜ｾｾＩ＠ i- ｾ＠ (s 5- c; fl )j m (' 
,- '1. ) -'i· (; . )-, 2... ｾＭ L Ｍｾｯｻ＠ Ｍ｜ｾ＠ ; ＨａｾｾＭ ＲｾＩ＠ - ｾｾ＠ 1{ ( ｜ｾＭ｜Ｍ 5 ｜ｾ＠ J 1Y) 
(22) 
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The solution of ｾＭｨ･＠ foregoing expression gives rise to eight complex 
roots viz: 
m c= r -· c:> ::; ﾷ｟［ｾ＠ c, -_;. d \ Ｍｾｾ＠ 10 I ' I 0 
where a, 1 b 1, c 1, d 1 are four constants which can be determined by 
19 2' .. ｾ＠
standard methods. 1 ..:> Formulae for these are given on Page 76. 
Once t·he roots are determined the expression for ... v containing 
eight unknown constants, to be determined from the boundary conditions, 
(23) 
Equation(23)can ba expressed as 
(24) 
by substituting <i)·= ｺＮＨＯ［ＬｾＭｵｊ＠ (Fis;.0.5) in ii-s first four terms. 
four as 
and therefore 
w = 
where 
- o..\cp . Ｍ｡Ｎｾｷ＠ . )"62. -: e sn) ｜Ｚ＾ｾＮ｣Ｎｾ＠ -)- e S\\'\ t:>l w 1 
, _-c\cp .,. -.:tC-0 Q 
｣ｰｾ＠ ;:: e. cos c.. ·,.,.:.> "\- e ｃｯｾｾＬ＠ w I 
,.f... - c \ cp • < 1 - c\ (.U • 1\ ｾ＠ Ｔｾ＠ :; e. S\\1 G..t 9 "\- e. 5\ "\') chW • 
Similarly, 
u = f D 1 ¢ 1 + D::>. </>::>. -;- D::, cf:, "'- D4- cJ>.:] Co& ｣ｾＺ＠
l-
where C and D are the functior..; of B (Page 80 } 
and 
- o.,cb - o. .w \ ep 5 :::. e Ｇ｣ｯｾ｢｜＼Ｌｾ＠ - e · cos.o\w 
I -<A.\cf Ｍｾ｜ｻＰ＠ ' t ｾＩｇ＠ ｾ＠ e. S.\1) b, 'P - e S\Y\ 0\ tu ' 
ＨＲＶ｡Ｍ､ｾ＠
(25b-c) 
( 27a-d) 
Knowing the values of urv, vv formulae for other s)-ress resultcmts can be 
derived from equations(18a-f) 
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(25a) 
It can be seen from the foregoing cmcd ysis that she I I ana logy approach 
uitimately leads to a set of expressions which can be evaluated without any 
knowledge of their mathemciticcd derivation. These expressions are I isted 
below. 
For analysing a problem Sy sheli a.1aiogy, i·he step by ｳｾ･＿＠ cc:(;ulations 
should be in the following sequence: 
3.9 Determinationofa., b 11 c., d •. 
Co 
｣ｾ｜Ｍ = 
CG ';: 
')(_' = 
\.{ \ -::::. 
£, =. 
' 
....... 
\-
,:l.. 
ｾ＠ (2.\- ｾｦＧＩ＠
.;:) 
J .c,. 
-;- c\ 
9 
ＴｴｾＭ ｣ｾＭ ｾＩｯｺ＠ 2.. ｾＭ 3 
Cc; 2.. 2.. c .!;. 
--\- CG 
-\G 2 <(3 
I - Ｍ［ＺＮＮ｜ｾ＠f CA.- C"' : Co \' -+) 2-
J )_ ｾ＠?" I 1-..... , ,- \ 
( ｾＭo!:l- ｇｾＩ＠
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- J 2- CG + j ＨＢﾷＺＭｾﾷＩ＠ "'(\ -"'}l\ -t.\ ::. 'in\ - -t- _.t 4- :L 
::. 'X.::t.. 
_,t. 
'"'{2-
J ｾﾷＺ＾ＩＮ＠J_ _:2.. c ·"' R"· "\·--t·, ＧＧｴｴｬｾ＠ ｾ＠ .l- L \.. 2. ::. ｾ＠
- --:;:::-) \ 4-
- "'/-.3 '1- ..... \... \.1 s 
-
ＩＧｾ＠
' 
2. ':l-
::: \j 'X2.. -\- \.i 2.. 
2. 
' ｜Ｎｾ＠ 2.. ｹｾ＠ '::. ｾＳ＠ --.- r2> 
G, :::. J 'f 2. -\- I(?-2-
6 -;:. j ｾ＠ !1.- ＧＺＭｌｾ＠\ !L 
I 
c, = J "( .3 ., ｾ＠ 'Y .... ?> 2... 
ｾ＠
' 
ＢＧＨｾＭＧｘＮＧ＿＾＠
a, ::. t ｾｾ＠
'2-
3.10 1<1 to 1<52 coefficients 
"0"'\'l.. -:::; 
"'O.:t. ::: 
{'')_. =. 
0: \,:i. ::. 
\-\ \ =. \::\ "((\ \ - q, \ '" \ 
"('{\ ?- -\• \") \:2--
k2:1 = \=:'"1. m ).. - q, ')_ .. n ,_ 
':L. ')_.. 
m2. ·\· ••:1. 
l"\.J, '::. p,_ 1\J.. i- ｯｴＭＭｾ＠ m1-
2. J.. 
\")\ l- ｾＭ il:t... 
l'\s ::: l r ｾ＠ 'l.. "'-) 2./ §:< L- K \ l o ( o...,- ｾＬ＠ - \ o o{ J 
r . ｾ＠ r ..... ｾ＠ 2.. '">) '1.7 \'\G ::: L \\ :l. L _::) \. C\. \ - b \- - \0 '"{ J So\ 
｜ｾ＠ \0 ;:. 
" ' -｡Ｎ｜ＭＮＺＮＮｾ＠ ...... ;,-
, ..... Ｎ Ｎ ｾ＠ tl \ ... 
'-\ \"\7 -0,\ \\g 
c ?-+ o\ ,'1. 
\"'(\'".2- :: dt \'"(-:{ + c \ ＢＧｾ＠
｣Ｌｾ＠ ... ｾｾ＠ c\,J... 
+ G o..\h\ K,. -\-
-., 
- G a. \ b t \'"\ 'j 
,, 
3ch ｾＧ｜｜Ｒ＠ "\ .. ｾ＠
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ｾＮｺｊ＠
r·( ?::> ?:> = - ( 0..\ \"\ \ -,_ \:q v·( 2- ""\- o{ \;( ｾ＠ ｾＭ .. _£-( v.. \) 
｜｜ｾ＠ 4 = - ( 0..\ \"'( ::1- ·\· b' \'\ \ - c.{\-\\,. ﾷＭｾＭ 2."" .::.) 
ｾ＠ 1.-... , I)J t ｾﾷ＠ - I '\ ｾＭ Ch ｜Ｇ｜ｾＧＢ＠ ;- \. \\\', -:..- ;.t. 0 , C/ 
' ' '\ 
•· 0.\ \'\-::, - o{ ｜ＭＨ｜ｾ＠ .:\" 2.c(d:) 
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!"L c-Z \\ 2.'?; - C \ 
ｾ＠
3. 11 The U nknov1ns 
Knowing the vaiu.es of the ｣ｯｮｳﾷｾ｡ｮＱﾷｳ＠ 1<1 to 1<52, the following 
expressions for the various unknowns can be vvrit"i·en -for the edge load problem. 
v = \ r;.Jt:;. + ｾ＠ QG ＮＮＮＺＬｾ＠ \_.-., c:>7 _.\.. ＮｾＮｇ＾ｾ＠ S\i'\ _..:.,: CC I C' r• Ｇ｣ｬＩﾷ･ｾＮＮＮＮＬｾ＠a \J Ｔｾ＠ I ...- ｾ＠ ｾ＠ 1 • C'l,. 
w - \:6\ ｾＺ＾＠ \ + ｾＺｴＮ＠ cp").. "\--
"-
80 
• c.{_-.{. 
;c.. S\\"\ -- . 0... 
• J 
X S\)1 ＮＬｾＮ＠
0... 
For Barrel Vault Case 11 this is done on Pages ＸＸＭＹｾＮ＠
ｃＮＭ］＾ｾ＠ ｾｾＲＮ＠ · 
C-
3.12 Barrel Vault Case 1 - 11 She!! Anc!ogy 11 ａＺｾＬＧＭＱｬｹｳｩｳ＠
The ca leu lations have been done in the follovving order: 
1) The stress resu l1·ants for the mem0rane state of the she II 
are calculated. Table 3.2. 
2) The constants a 11 b 11 c 1 and d 1 and K] to 1<52 coefficie:-: ·:·s 1 
Table 3.3, are ･ｶ｣､ｵ｡ｴｾ､Ｎ＠
3) Table 3.4- giving the values o:; ＮＺＬｾ｜＠ -\-o cps for various values 
of c/ is then prepc1red. 
4) B I d··· . d t . ' . , B r. B d . ounaary con n-Jons ro e ermr.-',e rne consranrs ,, o2, 3 an 
B4 are then used in each of the following edga condition cases of 
the barrel vauH·: 
a) edges r6trained in hodzon·;·cd direction only, 
b) edges r·estrained in vertical direction only, 
c) edges rstrai:1ed in hori::ontal and vertical directions. 
5) 1/ . h ;) - .. t "' • ... h "now1ng t e cons'i"C.iY:::- b 11 ｾ＿ Ｑ＠ ..;., c:.-:a uL1, expressions ror t ,e 
._ v Ｎｾ＠
tota I solution of the various si-r..:.ss re;;u !tc..Ti·s and the deflec\<o:1 w 
are written. 
6) These expressions are tnen used 1·o evaluate stresses at various 
points in the shell. 
7) Final fo,·ces in the ｭ･ｭ｢･ｲｾ＠ of i·he ｃｃｬＧ｜ｾ･ｬ＠ vault under the loading 
are then co I cu ;a ted (Sec. 3. 'I 5). 
Section properties and various dimensions of the barrel vault are as follows: 
a= 33.75 11 
L = 8"1 11 
... t = 9" 
q = 0. 1 ｬ｢Ｏｾｮ Ｒ＠
lb/.In2 E = 13,000, Q(JO 
4 
= 0.00005 in 
? 
A = O.Oi7 in-
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resldi·ant 
ＭＭＭＭＭＭ Ｍ ｾＭｾＭＭＭＭＭ
Nx 
ｾｬｙ｜ｾ＠
ｾ＠
Nq) 
5Jln 1'\'X o::-
Ncp-x... 
-cos'( it. a;:-
\.\ 
｣ｯｳｾ＠
,s 
TJ\BLE 3.2 
/y'_, Ｚﾷﾷ ﾷＧ Ｍ ｾ ｲ｡ｮ･＠ anal y . · ·1 Le foflcv1ing volues are obi·ained from Equo1-ions(fb-c)and(i4-a···c) 
0 0 
13.2875° 
.. -···· ··---· ----· ﾷＭｾＭ ﾷ Ｍ ·-- Ｍ ｾＭ ﾷ ＭＭﾷＮＮ＠ ｾ＠ --·-- __ .. ___ -·r-·------
P . p II I 
26.5650° I 39.8475° I 53-130° I 
-· :-·--·-···. (--- - . ＭＭ Ｍ Ｍ ｾＭｩ＠ - -.. .. - -i--.. -· ---·- ---+-----· · ··-
ＲＮＱＰＶｦ＾ＧＬﾷＬｾｾＭ t -1.3458932 i -4.5142048 ! -6.7293670 ｾ＠
! I I l . 
-7 .5236570 
-4.2971872 ' -1. 5469951 I -2 . 532 9517 I -3 .4377 528 .- -4 . 0703550 I . 
. -4. 7272545 1-4 . 8447875 --3. 9393689 -, -2 '2021728 ,-. 
f. ｾ＠ ｾ＠ｾ＠ i ｾ＠l I ----· ＭｲＭＭＭＭＭｾＡＭ ---
0 
-o. 0028584 i -o. ｯｯｾＺＺｭＷ＠ o. oo2o2oa j o _ oo365'J 6 I o. 0042364 I 
- ---!----· --- : ------- ------t--···· .. ·--:: ___ I . ·----.. -·-- . 
. \9 J-.• I -0.0195872 t-0. ＰｾＧＰＰＷＴＲ＠ -0.0 168/V)/) f -0. 009i24-6 I 0 
0.. 
ｾｾ＠ I ｾ＠
o-.. -- ·- -- ------ -- . ｾ＠ ------------r-·---· -- -- ----
w 
ｾＬＺＱＮＧ｜＠ ｾ＠
0... 
--·------------ｾ＠ - .. 
0.0085439 -0. 01 o 1158 ; -o. 0272396 ; -o. 0392119 l-o. 0-135048 I 
i . 
' ＭＺＭｾ＠ ···---·--
ｾ＠
' ｾ＠
TA.BLE 3.3 
Consi"ani·s a 1, b tr c ,, d, and I< ·1 ·i·o Ｑ＼ｾＧＯＮ＠ ..)._ 
ＭｾＭＭ
a, 5.3019470 1(21 -0.0124153 1<46 5 ﾷｾＭ . J829COO 
b, 2. 1133598 t/ -0.0319516 KLi-7 ｾＭ ... 7. 7435·:cc 1"22 
cl 2. 1958"184 1<23 0.0299329 K4s -i87.5517600 
d, 5.1028470 K24 0.0132595 1<49 ·:21.66"',:;JO 
1/ 65.3657000 Kso - i ·.7 ＮｾＳＸＵｾＰＰ＠1'25 
Kl 0. 0292054 1(26 -D .22953CO I< 51 - 1 13 . ｌＮＭＳＮＺＺｾＮＭ 9QJ 
K"> 
L 
0.0328014 !(27 -69.2 ·1 96L!.QG K52 -117.2362800 
I<.; -0.0292097 :/ -67 ＮＲｾＧＹＵＵＰＰ＠
v 
1
'28 
1<4 0.0255502 1<29 72.2"(95800 
1/ t'-5 0.9872200 K3o -67.2295300 
K, 
0 
-0.0168754 1<31 -62.36576CJ 
I/ l'-7 I. 0 127750 1/ 1"32 -67.2295500 
'·' i\.8 -0.0085196 K33 -14.3163720 
1<9 0.1617660 K34 5.3403310 
1<10 0.0612973 
1/ 
-
5.91104-60 1
"35 
K 11 0.0734704 K36 1 . 29356-<-S 
/ 0.1668573 1<37 -203. 3-!:.L:.c.sc:J i' i2 
1/ 
1
'13 -0. 1528091 !(38 L;. 95 . 09246QQ 
/ 
-0.1640581 1/ ·<· 95 . 481 0500 
''14 !'-39 
!/ 0.1528522 '/ -2 04 . 4844600 l'-.."15 ;\.40 
1<16 -J. 1416663 :<41 -5.4637130 
1/ 0. 0001101 1<42 2.0520625 ....... 17 
K18 O.OC76893 !/ 1'43 -2.2692888 
Ki9 -0.0000891 1<44 4.9359897 
'/ 
i\.20 -0.0078860 1<45 -222.0841300 
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3. 13. Boundary Condii-ions 
Having · done the first three stages of the analysis1 boundary conditions 
may be used to determine the cons1·ants B1,· B2, B3, B4 in each of the three 
different edge states: 
l) Edges ｲｾｴｲ｡ｩｮ･､＠ in horizontcil direc·;·ion only 
at p= 0 
a) horizon "fa I deflection must be zero. 
(Fig. 3. 6a) 
Now 
v = ( ＨｾＺｬ＼ｐｳＭ 1'1\o <l'lj) ｾ｜＠ -T ｾＢＧ•ｯ＠ <l>s -\- ｜＼Ｚｾ＠ <h0 ｾＬ｟＠ Ｍ｜ＭＨＮｾＢＴＧｲ＠ \<:1'>-cJ>f!.) B:, '·- ｾＧＢＧｨ＠ ［Ｍ｜｜ＢＴＧｾｾＮ｜ｊ＠
+ \9m 
and 
where the suffix m stands for rhe values in membrane state. 
Substituting in the above expressions the values of 1<9, 1<10, l<il, 
=0 (28a) 
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b) vertical reaction must be zero. 
j .e. R = Rep <::o5 ｣ｦ＾ｾｾＭ ｜Ｇｬ｣ＺＺｰｾ｜ＭＮＢ｣ｦＮ＾ｾ｜＠ ::. 0 
v 
(Fig.3.6;:,1 
Now 
'R<ft -=: =>;: ｾ＠ ｾｾ＠ (K"-1 <j>5 ＭＢｾｾ＼ｦＮ［Ｉ＠ 'D I -1- ( K:, o;;.Ps + 1'(];7 <J>6) £,2.. -1- ｾｾ＠ ?>9 •h - \"(-'\-0 ｾ｢ＧｬＩ＠ 1\:o + ｾ｜ＢＮＭ［Ｎｯ＠ <fl -\- \\"?,'l i&\ ｜Ｓｾ＠Ｔﾷｾｾ＠ C\. L / J 
and 
ｾ＠ f ｾｾｾＺ＠ o.. ｾｮ＠ q'>, - ｾｾＭＮＧｩ＾＠ <t"-) e., ,. ｾＬｾＬ［＠ cl\ '·· ｜ｾＬＱ＠ 'i> "-) B:. "'.- ＨＧＭＢｾｾ＠ ｣［ｾｾＭ fuoo/"') ･Ｎｾ＠ •r ｣ｾｾｯ＠ 7::.. '.- \'\1:l sb") e.;] Y l'tj>l ,,, 
Substituting the various values of :< coefficients and the values of 
c) The rotation of the barrel vault along the edges ;6 == 0 
and p == ＲｰＵｾＬ＠ was not prevented. 
This meansr 
( 23c) 
d) As there was no frictiona I ｲ･ｳｩｾﾷｩﾷ｣ｮ｣ＮＮＺ＠ Ｚ ］Ｚｾｶ［ﾷｮ＠ the supports a lor._: 
j .e. ＭＢＰﾷＧ＿Ｉ｜｜ＢｬＮｏｾＡｑＬＭ ｜ＰﾷＰＶ｢Ｔﾷｊｽｾｏ＠ S-:._.:·: ｾﾷｓｾＷＸＺＩｇｾｾＭ｜Ｍ ＴＭﾷＺｬＮｓｾＭｇｏ｜＠ \04· ( 2Bd) 
- A .... i:l.1kG5 =. 0 
(? ()!..._ \ ＭｏｩＮＮＮｾｊ＠
The solution of the four ･ｱｵ｡ｴｩｯｮｳＨＲＸ｡Ｍ｣Ｎ［ｾｩｶ･ｳ＠ the values of 811 B2, o3 
and B4 as 
Bl == -0. ＶＵＲＸＵＹｌｾ＠ ) 
I") 02 == -0. 18432384 ' 
B3 == 0 .. 45374220 
B; = -0.94770860. 
... 
2) Edges ｲ･ｳｾＭｲ｡ｩｮ･､＠ in vertical direci·ion only. 
In this case the boundary conditions cd· ,J=O 
a) veri·ical deflection zero 
(Fig.3.6a) 
b) horizonta I reaction. is zero 
:. -o·\\\4·1'3. ｾ｜＠ -;-- ｜•ＷＷＵＶＰｾ＠ ｂＺＺｾＭ -\- o · ｾ｜ＰＴＭＱｾ＠ ｾｾＭ \· ｇｯｯｾＷｾ＠ B ｾＭＭ ｯﾷＧＺ＾ｾｾＺｬＮＮｾ｜＠ :.. o 
(29b) 
c) same as equai·ion(28c) . 
d) same as equation(28c{) 
S I . c h .. (?9 b\ . t,-... ｾ＠ i'- • 0 Ui"IOn 01 t e equations s- Or ) ｾｮｃ｜ﾣｴｩｃ Ｑ＠ C) s:ves 
B1 = -0.2976867 , 
B3 = 0.4933690 I 
a.., = -o . 15053<-65 J 
84 = -0.6305570. 
3) Edges resi-rained in horizontal and vertical directions. 
The boundary conditions at p = 0 are 
1) horizonta 1 deflection zero i.e. ｯ｜ｾＬ＠ = o 
2) vertica I deflection zero i. e. ｾ｜ｊ＠ = o 
(Eq .28a) 
(Eq. 29c:) 
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3) Mp = 0. (!Eq .28c) 
4) Npx = 0. (Eq .28d) 
The solution of ･ｱｵ｡ｴｩｯｮｳＨＲＸｾＩＬＨ＠ 29a),(28c, d) gives 
B1 = -0.0384669, B2 = -0.3183422, a3 = 0.03059936·! .. 
8,1 = 0.2535741. Ｍｾﾷ＠
3.14 The total solution 
Knowing the values of B1, 32 , B3 and B4, the ·rota! solution 
for the stress resultants can be written down. 
(1) Edges restrained in horizontal direction only: 
In i+lis case the expressions for the total solui·ion are 
as follows: 
c · 
'-/, 
(2) Edges restrained in vertical di:-..:;ction only. 
(3) Edges restrained in horizontal and veri·ical dh·ections. 
s \ "lil .;.{ ﾷｾＮＺ｟＠
(:\.. 
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K • h • r ' h 1 ' } l J. • 1 J.h I r now1ng t e express1ons ror r e iora so.U&lon ana 1 e va ues or 
.. f 1 to p8 for various values of y{, the stress resultants can be computed c., 
any point on the shell surface. 
3. 15 Forces in members 
These are found by considering c1 triangular unit at a time with its 
base parallel 1·o x-direction and i·he apex on 1·he +ve p side of ·;-h.:; base. Forces 
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in t-he members of this unit are computed oy s·;·udying i·he equilibrium of i·:·s diamond 
s:1aped differential element acted upon by the various stress resultants. If the 
triangular unit ABC is considered then it can be seen that ii·s differen-r;al ･ｾ･ｭ･ｮＺ＠
ABDC is subjected to the stress resultan·rs as shown in Figs.3.7a, b, c. 
In order to keep the calculations in accordance wii·h the basic 
conventions the differeni·ial element is assumed to be acted upon Sy the +ve 
directions of the stress resul1·ants. 
The forces produced in the members P\B, AC and BC of the i"riar.;ulat 
unit ABC due to these stress resuh·ants are also given in the same figura. Combining 
the effects of the three stress resv!tani·s ｾＭｨ･＠ forces in the members of the unit can be 
written as 
II 
II 
AC 
BC 
= ｾ＠ r ｾｾｾ｜Ｚ｣Ｎｾ｜ＭＭ - ｎ｣ｲＧｬｾ＠
"-
= ｾ＠ ｾＮｾＬｴＮ＠ c. ..... ._. ·.? - Nt s\'"t· ｊＨＮｃｾＮＮＢｦ｜Ｇｐｬ＠ .. L . _, 
95 
' 0 
for 't' = 30 (Ban·el Vault Case 1) these forces are, 
II AC = -f [ N<J'> -fiNo?{], (3la -c) ｾＭﾷ＠ I 3. 
1111 BC = ｾｾ･ｎｾＭｾｾＮ＠
Forces in members of the Barrel Vauli· Case 1. 
I 
The values of the stress resultants have been calculated at every corner of 
·i·he various triangular units. These values for different edge condi·;ron cases are 
given in Fig.3.8a, 3.9a, 3.10a respectively. The avercge vw!ues of stress 
result-ants acting at the corners of a triangular unii· are :·aken for cornputction of 
tne forces in its members, using equations(3la-c). Figures 3.8b, 3.9b, 3. ﾷｾ Ｚ Ｉ｢＠
give average values of the stress resultants in the triangular units of the respective 
edge condition cases. The forces in the members of the b.: .. ·rei vault for different 
edge condifDns have been given in F is. 0. ·,2a, b, c. The membrane solution 
has also been carried out. The relevant -f!_;;·J:es and the final forces in the barrel 
vau It can be found in Figs. 3. 1 ·ia, b and 3. 12d. 
3. 16 Commeni· 
It can be seen from the preceding calculations that the shell analogy a 1::.proach 
for braced barrel vaults with i·hree way ｧｾＭＺ､＠ type bracing involves a lot of computa-
i·ion work. The derivation of K coeffic ieni·s and 11 to p8 quantities for various 
values of c;:l, can be programmed on a computer but such a programme ｧ･ｮｾｲ｡ｈｹＬ＠
cannot be extended for solving the various conditions along the longitudinal edges. 
96 
I I • d . d . h K ff" . . I j . I I . I t . D nav1ng enve r e coe 1c1enrs ana Pl ro fDB va ues, r1e cons anrs u1, 
B3 and B4 can only be hand computed, as boundary conditions have to be 
cccounted for and ·there is no way for the computer to sense these. -.- :-:is, 
unfortunately, also forms the main part of computation. Knowing the constants B1 
;·o B4 , the work of ob;·aining stress resuli·ants at various points in the shell can .:gain 
be programmed, but once again the next stage which calculates the forces in the 
members of the barre I must be carried out by desk ca leu Ia tor. This means that the 
important portion of the bulk of calcu!c.dons must be done by hand, and a computer 
con only be used for obtaining intermediate results. A major defect o·f the \¥hole 
process of compui·ation is that there is no cross check whatsoever for tesi"ing the 
correctness of the ca I cu lations. 
From the equations developed for three different edge conditions it is obvious 
that the calculations hctve got to be done with great accuracy as the constants Si to 
B4 are susceptible to great variations. 
Although the method takes cognizance of anisotropic elastic proper-ti.;;s, ｹ･ｾﾷ＠ in 
the cases checked here, it- does not give tenable results· for ｦｯｾ｣･ｳ＠ in members aiong 
r:1e longitudinal edges, when compared to the exact method of analysis, the vercsity 
of which is above board. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ｾｧｵｩｶＮ｡ｬ･ｮｴ＠ Hollow Beam Theory and ｬ｡ｴｴｩ｣･ｾ＠
Truss fv\ethod e 
4., 1 !;_quivalent l""lollow ｾ･｡ＢＡＬ＠ Theory 
The beam theory used for predicting the behaviour of cylindrical shells is 
well known. It is useful for long shells but H does not give reasonably accurate 
results for short or intermediate shells. The theory which is normally used for 
evaluating the ma}dmum forces in the top and bottom fibres of a C)tlindrical shell 
106 
with continuous mediura cannot directly be employed for braced barrel vaults where 
the medium is non.,.continuous. 1!\pplying the i·heory for such barrels needs some 
modification which will take into account the effect of inclined me111bers while 
transforming the braced barrel system into an equivalent hollow bearn consisting of 
longitudinal boom members resisting the bending action of the corresponding beam 
undet· the applied loading. The transformation of the shell into a hollov" beam is a 
controversial point and generally depends upon the way in which the inclined rnembers 
are placed in the braced barrel. In case of the braced barrel vaults having three-
way grid type bracing, the author suggests that if the angles made by the inclined 
members in the adiacent lattices, i and r (say) with theit· common longitudinal boorn, 
｡ｲ･ｾ＠ & ¥> respectively (Fig.4.1). Then the effective area of that boorn should be 
taken as 
A.e. = Ab + ｾｾ＠ ｣Ｎｯｳｾ＠ + A'( c..osr 
where AE is the effective area of the common boom 
.. , . ... 
(1) 
(J; 
u 
-
-0 
__, 
.+ 
ClJ 
.u 
......., 
......, 
0 
ｾＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭｌＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｌＭＭＭＭＭｾｾＭＭＭＭＭ
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 
-·0-·-·-·-·-· 
Equivalent beam 
section 
Fig.4·1 
0 
0--
Fig. 4·2 
Assumed 
stress 
distribution 
compression 
tension 
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Ab is the cross-sectional area of the longitudinal boorn and 
l(\i r Ar are the areas of the inclined members in the lati'ices 
i and r respectively. 
108 
The calculations for determining the tnaximum forces in barrel vaults having 
three-way grid type bracing are done in the following steps: 
1) Equivalent hollow beam section of the barrel vault according to the 
equation ( 1) is determined. 
2) The neutral axis and the second mon1ent of area of the cross-section of 
this equivalent holbw beam ate then calculated. 
3) Ne>d· the rnaximum bendihg rnornent of the barrel vault treating it as a 
simply supported beam., on the supporting diaphragms are evaluated. 
4) Knowing the maximum bending moment, the position of neutral a>cis and 
the second moment of area, the top and bottom stresses in the hollow beatn 
section assuming linear stress distribution are computed. 
5) The forces in the top and bottom of the barrel are then obtained by 
multiplying the corresponding stresses by the ｡｣ｴｵ｡ｬｾ＠ of the booms. 
4o.2 lir11itations of the method. 
1) The equivalent hollow beam method assumes linear ｳｴｲ･ｳｾ＠ distribution 
(Figo4.2) along the depth of the equivalent· hollow beam and hence gives mcncimum 
compressive force always in the top longitudinal boom. The experimental as well as 
109 
I 
D E o' 
c 0 0 r o c' l 
0 0·57176 a 0 __ 1·50000 a 
. ｾ＠ . ·s'- 11·39968 a 
-B-· 
0 neutral axis___/ I I 0 _ -r 1·10410a 
0· 92824 a 0·60907 a 
_X 0- . -. _!, L. -. -0 ＮｾＭ｟ＮＮ｟｟Ｎ｟＠ _ _._X 
ＮＭＭｾａ＠ _____ I 6 a ＭＭＭｾｴ＠
Sect ion 
a 
ｾ｢＠
I 
Part plan 
BARREL VAULT CASE 
Fig.4·3 
boom 
AA 
rest 
t 
a 
0 t o< = 60 
0 
t 
a 
actual equivalent 
x-area ｸＺＭｾ･｡＠
in2 1n 
rn 1·866025m 
m 2 730250 m 
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the exact method of analysis indicate that the maximum compressive force generally 
occurs away frorn the topmost boom Qf the barrel and the atress dlstribution is not 
linear. 
2) It fails to give forces in inclined members of the barrel. 
3) It cannot be used for the longitudinal edga conditions other than the one 
with edges restrained in hori:tontal direction only. 
Tha geomatric dimensions of a transverse section of the barrel vault oro 
given in Fig.4.3a. 
The other parameters are as. follows: 
Cross sectional area of a member= m in2 
Angles made by an inclined member with the. corresponding ｦｯｮｧｩｴｵｾｩｮ｡ｬ＠
］ｾ＠ = 600 ·(figo4.3b) 
Equivalent area of a longitudinal boom= Area of the boom+ projected 
areas of the inclined members. 
Equivalent area of the boom A =m+mcos 60° 
= 1.866025 in2 
Equivalent areas of booms B,c,o,E ｾ＠ m +2m cos 60° 
= 2.73205 in2 
111 
Neutra I A>ds 
Taking 111oments of the equivalent areas of the booms abou·i· )(-)((figo4.3a) 
2 x 2.73205 rn (0.62907a + 1.10410a + 1 ct39968a) + 2.73205 m x 1 o5a 
= (7 x 2CI73205m + 2 >< ﾷｾ＠ c-866025m) x 
ｾｶｨ･ｲ･＠ x = distance of the neutral a>cis from )(-X. 
!t = 0. 92824a in. 
Second mornent of area = I 
= 2 x 1 • 866025m >< 0. 928242o2 
+ 2x 2.73205m ｾＰＮＹＲＸＲＴＭＰＮＶＲＹＰＷＩ Ｒ ｡Ｒ＠
+ (1.10410-0. 91824)2a2 + (1.39968-0. 92824)2a2} 
+ 2 ., 73205n1( 1 • 50000-0 ｾ＠ 92824 )2 a2 
= 5. 98125 rna2 in4. 
Loading on the barrel = w lb/in2 on plan 
P\ o.Y\ 
l'v\a>timum bending n1oment in the barrel when baated as a bearfl supported on 
th do h 6wa X 9a X 9a ｾＢｑ＠ 75 3 lb e aap ragms = · 8 · = o ., wa ｾｩｮ＠ o 
Stress at the top fibre level of the equivalent hollow beam 
= 
601t75wa3 Oo57176a 
s 0 9a125n1a2 x 
wa2 lb'Qin2 = 5o80721 'I 
m 
so· 
o E o· 
C 0 0j 0- C' 0 3-04520'' 0 -
neutral;xisJ, . I . · - · 0 Br · -
4·20118" 
112 
--+-y 6·79020'' r 
5.43254'' 
-r- L 
3·22846 
7·24638'' 
.1- - o _.__...,____o---_ _.__x 
A' 
.,__.. _______ 35-68778" Ｍｾ Ｎ ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＮＭＮｴ＠
I 
Section 
I 
Part 
t_ 
I 
I 
plan 
a 
b 
BARREL VAULT CASE II 
Fig.4·4 boom 
AA 
B B' 
rest 
_t 
-NIC""'> 
...:r L=5.37165" 
ｾ＠ t l:: 5.69828" 
NIM 
actual equivalent 
x-area x- area 
in 2 in2 
0·017 0·0215 
0·011 0·0203 
0·011 0·0206 
5 h b fDb I I 60.75 wa3 0 92824 tress at t e ottom 1 re eve = So 98125 ma2 >t • ·a 
2 
= 9 42789 ｾ＠ lb/in2 
o m 
Force in the top boom= stress at top'' actual area of the boom 
ｾｾｾＭ .. ｾｾﾫ｡＠
. wa2 
= 5.80721 - . m 
m 
= 5.80721 wa2 lb. 
2 
Similarly the -force in the bottorn boom = 9.42789 ｾ＠ · m 
m 
ｾ＠ 9 o42789 wa2 lb 0 
Substituting the tnodel dimensions and the applied load i.e. a=9'1 and 
w = 0.1 lb/in2, 
force in top boom of the model 
under the applied loading 
force in bottor., boom of the 
= 5.80721 X 0.1 X 92 
= ＴＷｾＰＴ＠ lb, 
= 9.42789 X 0.1 X 92 
model under the applied loading= 76.37 lb •. 
2) Barrel Vault Case II 
Georneh·ic dimensions of the model are given in ｆｩｧｾＴＮＬＴ｡ｾ＠
Other parameters are as follows: 
ｃｏｓｾ］＠ 2033333 - 0.43438 5a3716S -
ＨｾＰＡ［＠ ｾ＠ ;: 2., 33333 - Q o40943 
5.69828 -
Areas of rnembers along boorfl ,1:\ = 0.,017 in2 • 
Areas of the rest of the n1embers = 0.011 in2. 
Equivalent areas of 
boom A. = 0.017 + 0.011 x 0.40948 
= Oo0215 in2 • 
boom B = 0.011 + Oo011 X Oo40948 + Oo011 }C Oo43438 
= 0.0203 in2 o 
boor(l C, D 1 E = 0.011 + 2 x OC»011 x 0.43438 
= 0.0206 in2• 
Distance of neutral axis from){-){= 4o2011B ｩｮｾ＠
Second moment of area= I = 1.32703 in4. 
load on the barrel vault= VI lb/in2 on pldno 
I 
P\ C\ 'I\ 
L.o (J.. c.\ = uJ \b/ :"' r;_ 
1 
l 
3.5 -G B 17b 
- Ｍｾｌ＠
.J. It I Jl I ｲｲＭＭＭＭＭＭ ｾ ｾＭ 7 0 --·--··--il t 4- 4 
? t · • 
t l4 
'f 
IVlo>dmum bending moment under the loading of"'' lb/in2, treating ｾﾷｨ･＠ barrel 
vault as a beam simply supported on the supporting diaphragrns, occurs at a distance 
of 33.6ino from Y $ 
Ma>dmum bending moment= 20145 lboino 
Top stress= ＲＰＱｾＵｷ＠ , 3 Ｐ Ｌａｾ ＲＰ＠ = 4 "--228 lb· Ja1n2 1 o32703 ), ｾ＠ Lt:l 0 W 'I 
Bottom stress= ｾ｡Ｚ［ｾｾ＠ >t 4.20113 = 63716w lb/in2 
Applied load= w = 0.1 lb/in2 
Force in top booin = 46?.28 >t Oo011 >c OQ 1 = 50.85 lbo 
Force in botton1 boom= 63776 >e Oo017 >COo 1 = 108o42 lb. 
4o4 Comment 
From the foregoing calculations it can be seen Ｍｾｨ｡ｴ＠ the method is e)d'fernely 
simple and can be used asCi i·ool for predicting the order 0f the forcea produced in 
the structure under applied loading o from the work carrk:d our & JsE-where 6 <.1nd 
ｾﾷｨ･＠ suggestions mc1de therein for equivalent cross"""section of the other type of barrel 
vau It it can be stated that the method fai Is to give reasonable results f<'!. ｾｨｯｴｴ＠ 0r 
intennediate barrel vaultso 
However, it can be seen that even in the case of the short barrel {barrel 
vault Case I) the results obtained by the equivalent hollow beam theory ｣ｯｭｰ｡Ｑｾ･＠
sufficiently \1\tell with the e)cact theoretical results. In the au·i·hor's opinion this is 
due to: 
1) the ｩｮ｣ｬｩｮ｣ｾ､＠ members hove a particula1· pattern which gives npproximai·ely 
the same cross-sectional properties of any transverse section along its lengi·h, and 
2) the equivaleni· areas of the longitudinal boom members are ｣ｯｭｰｴｾｴ･､＠
according i·o equation 1 (Sece4. 'j)o 
4.5 latticed T1·uss N\ethod 
The shell analogy method described in Chapter· Ill solves barrel vaults v:H-h 
three""way grid t}'Pe bracing only and cannot be used for bc1rrels V\'ith overhcn1gs" The 
equivalent hollow bean1 mei·hod; t·hough shnple to use and aFplicabJe to struc.turef 
with overhc1ng:>.,. fc1ils i·o give forces in the inclined members of ｾｨ･＠ bro<;ed barr0l vouh 1i 
116 
Moreover this method wHh the authorqs suggestion foa· obtaining the etluivalent ｨｯｬｬｯｶｾＧ＠
beam section may not be valid for the barrel vaults having bracino other thc1n the 
three-way grid type., 
To overcorne thG above difficulties, latticed truss method has been suggested.:. 
This method has been partly based on FCJppPs method where the braced barrel system 
is assumed to be composed of latticed trusses wii'h their cornmon top and bottom boom 
members.. The uniformly distributed load on the structure is assumed to be acting 
along the ridges of ｴｨｩｓＮｾ＠ latticed structure and is termed 11the ridge loads 11 ｾ＠ The ridge 
loads are then resolved in the planes of the lattices in a similar wcty c1s is done in the 
references 3,6 • The resolved components of the ridge loads give rise to 11skin 
forces 11 distributed evenly along the respective lattices. The skin force ｡｣ｾﾷｩｮｧ＠ on an 
individual latHce is then reduced to a system of concentrated forces a)· 1hf! nodes 
acting in the planes of the lattices. The latticed trusses are then solved individually 
assuming them to be pin connected trusses supported simply at the suppot·tins diaphra9rnsa 
The forces thus obtctined are then summed up to give the aoi·ual forces in the longitudinal 
boomsn 
The latticed t.·uss method gives very high values of forces in the edge latticeso 
The experi•nental as well as the theoretical analysis of the two rnodels suggest that a 
certain factor should be used to reduce the ·forces in i·he boom members o·f the edge 
lattices. The author thinks ﾷｾｨ｡ｴ＠ a factor of 1/3 can be saHsfactoa·ily used for ｩﾷｨ･ｳｾｾ＠
latticeso 
Pt 
c 
c .......... 
--: ..0 
c .0 
Applied load 
b 
51< in components along lattices 
Q.26398 026398 
｣ＺＮｌｾ＠ ...{. - 0 ｾ＠ｾ＠ . o-.-.-. _.,E-.-.-.-
f). _..;. 0 
ｾｊ＠ ｾ＠ • 
. ｾＭＭｯ｣＠
).' / 
/ f!:./08 c 
/ 0--· --· 
Resultant skin forces 
BARREL VAULT CASE 
Fig.4·5 
in l b/ in. run 
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lb/in. 
4o6 Calculations of Barrel Vaults usinQ ＱＱ ｌ｡ｴｴｩ｣･ｾ＠ Truss ｍ･ｾｾｾｾ＠
1) ｴｩＧ＿ＡｾＬｴｬ＿ｾ＠
a = length .of a full member· along a boon1o 
A, B, C,.D, E - the booms (ridges)o The lattice having ｢ｯｯｭｾ＠ .t.\ and G 
is called the lattice A and its inclination to the horizontal 
PI<= the external verNcal load applied at the ridge Ko 
ｾ＠
SK 11:2 component of PI<, acting olong the lattice K""' 1 (skin force to 
the left of K). 
'1 
'SK ... component of P·K' acting along the lattice K {skin for(:o ·ro the 
right of r<). 
("' ｾ＠ c"" 
resultant skin force ctcting along the lattice I< = ,) ＬＮｾＬＮＬ＠ - .. ｾ＠ rt. 
a(K Ｍｯ＼ｾＭ｜＠ =deviation angle between the lattices K and K&.:ll'l o 
2) ｾ｡ｲｲ･ｬ＠ Va.l!lt Case_!_ 
The dimensions of this vault and the ridge loads PK due l'o the ｬｯ｡､ｩｮｾｾ＠
of 0(' 1 lb/in2 on the whole plan area are shown in Fig.4.5a., 
Calculations for cos c( K 
tano(K 
1.05337 
f.\< I< 
46°-291-20 II 
o<c 0.36246 19° ｾＵＵＧＭＲＵ ＱＱ＠
ｾ＠ D 0.11644 6° ＦＭｾＳＸ Ｑ ｾＳＰＢ＠
Average value of 6(( = ｾ＠ = 130-. .. ＱＶＧｾＵＹ ＱＱ＠
f.;'JS ｾ＠ K 
0.68850 
0.83686 
Oo 94015 
0.,99329 
sin A = 0.,22?75. 
0 
l() 
N 
.....:r 
ｾ＠ d 
0 
0 
-...j 
a a a 
l() Ln l{) 
a 0 a 
Eqivalent load at joints 
f 
l{) 
N 
(.0 
1.!) 
Shear force diagram. 
( multiply by a) 
' 
y 6 ' 0 l() l1) 0 0 N 
0 N 0 (.0 
..--
r-:... co (J) (J) 
Bending moment diagram 
(multiply by a2 ) 
BARREL VAULT CASE 
TYPICAL LATTICE 
UNDER UNIT LOAD/IN. RUN 
r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ｾ＠
a 
l() 
0 
' 
0 
0 
0 
r 
L{) 
N 
-
0 
-
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' 0 0 
0 
0 
Considering the equilibrium of 
Joints 01 C1 D. 
ｾ＠ ,. coso<s 
'Se = 0 59!>33 )C ＭｾＭ = 2o 16847 lb/in. 
• s'"' A SB = 0.59533 X _t •. ｯＡ｟ｻｾ＠ = 1 o7S404 lb/in. 
'5\l"' 6. 
ｾｳｾ＠ = 0 69355 >< ｣Ｎ｣ｾｾ［＠ ｾ＠ 2. 84077 lb/i n. 
• -os\" fj 
ｳｾ＠ = 0.69355 }{ ｾ｟ｯｳｾ･＠ = 2.52625 lb/in. 
ｾ｜ｮＶＮ＠
st = OIJ75467 X ＼ＮＮｯ｟ｾｾ｟ｪｰ＠ = ＳｾＲＶＲＶＹ＠ lb/ino 
Ｕｗ｜Ｏｾ＠
s; = 0.75467 X ＼ＭｏｓＬｾ＼Ｎ＠ = 3.08814 fb/ino ｳｾｮａ＠
't20 
·ihe above skin components and the resultant skin forces along vcJrio'Js latt-ices 
have been ｳｨｯｶｴｾｮ＠ in Fig.,4c5b-c respectiveiyo To simplify the ｣｡ｬ｣ｵｊ｡ｈｯｾＱＺＱ＠ a ｳｩｲＮ［ｊｾ［［＠
lattice is solved for unit skin force/ino run, c1nd the ret;u(ts obi·ained {Table 4o i) ara 
then tnultiplied by the skin forces in the respective lattices. 
A typical lati'ice under unit skin force/in. run is showr. in Fig(t4,6o The ｳｨｾＳ｡ｲ＠
force and bending ·moment dktgrams for this iaitjce are also given in the sc1me figureo 
joint ｮｵｭ｢･ｲｾ＠ 1 force f 
-5·8 -\5·4 5 
- 2.2.·2.. 7 -2<i·4 9 
2 G 4 \l•O \c;?}·2. 24'"7 10 27·4 ｾｲ＠I 
2 G 4 Ｍｾｏﾷｇ＠ 6 -5'3·5 8 - G8·«<3 10 -76·4 I !1 
\6·2.. 43·0 62.·1 73·G 7?-4-
ｾ＠
-I-
a 1 
Cl. 
Q. 
:J 1 
lJ) -:2.3·3 3 -G\·/ 5 Ｍｾｾ ﾷ ｬ＠ 7 -\oS·S 9 -lH·O 
2 ° 4 ＴｾＭｾ＠ 6 76·8 8 ｾＴＨＳﾷＷ＠ 10 ｜ＰｾﾷＷ＠ 1:1 
I I 
2 O 4 -lOS'·+ 6 -\-B4-'4- 8 ＭＲＮｾＷﾷＱ＠
5<0·0 3 2.l4•( 7 
FORCES IN VARIOUS LATTICE MEMBERS 
UNDER Q.1 lb!in2 ON PROJECTED AREA. 
BARREL VAULT CASE 
Fig.4·7 
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Forces in the rnembers of the lattices can be calculated as follo\tvs: 
Force in an inclined member= she<:1r force 
cos'+' 
= shear force 
0.866025 
(see Fig .4.6) 
Force in a boom member = Bendi "2 moment 
depth of the lattice 
= B.IV\" _ 
0.86739a 
where a = 9 11 
TABLE 4.1 
Forces in the members of the typical lattice under skin force of unity/in run • 
.• 
Ｑ｜ａ･ｲｮ｢･ｾ＠ Force = S .F. lv\ember force= ｾＮｍＮ＠
a · 0.86739 ｾ＠ a 0.866025 ｾＭＮＮＬＮ｟Ｎｾ＠ ........................ "' . .-... ...,.._..,..,_ . 
attices Ｍｾｬ｡ｴｴｩ｣･ｳ＠lattices lattices 
AB & ｃｄｾ＠ BC &DE AB &CD BC & f)E 
- ---· 
1-3 2.44988 -2.44988 1-4 l-4.90748 4"90748 
3-5 6.48497 ;..6.48497 4-3 14.33013 -4 0 330]3 
5-7 9.36713 -9.36713 ＳｾＶ＠ ｾＳＮＷＵＲＷＸ＠ 3o75278 
7--9 11.09647 -11 ｾＰＹＶＴＷ＠ 6-5 3.17543 ... 3.17543 
9-9' 11.67294 •11.67294 5-8 -2.59808 2.59808 
2-4 0 0 8-7 2.02073 ""2.02073 
4-6 -4.61153 4.61153 7-10 -1.44338 ＱＮｾＱＴＳＳＸ＠
6-8 -8._07018 8,07018 10-9 ｾ＠ 0.86603 -OoS6603 
8-10 -10.37595 10.,37595 9-11 0.24468 Oo24468 
10-11 .. 11.52883 11.52883 1 i I .. ....._ 
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Forces in the various lattices under the skin force shown in Fig.4o5c can now be 
､･ｴ･ｲｭｩｮ･､ｾ＠ This has been done in Fig.4.7. 1\lgebraic sum of the forces in the 
common booms of the adiacent lattices gives final fol'·ces in the barrel vault ｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲ･ＨｆｩｧｯＴｾｂＩｯ＠
Fig.4.9 shows the forces in the barrel vault obtained after using the fc1ctor suggesi·ed 
by the author (Sec.4.5). 
ｾＲＵ＠
3) Barrel Vault Case U 
The calculations for this barrel vault have been carded out in exactly 
similar way as it was done in Case I. The relevant figures 4 .• 10-4{) 1.4 are 
included and are se lf .... e>cplanai'oay. 
Calculations ｣ｯｳｾ＠ k and sin A k 
tan o( k 
"k Ak ｾｾｳ＠ o< k sin ll k 
e{A 0.79232 38°-23'-3o 11. ＰｾＷＸＳＷＶ＠
AA=11° cn171ac{J 11 Oo 19566 
o{J3 Oo5117Q 27° -6' ... 30 11 0.89015 
ｾ｣＠
6[)=10° -49 • ..;30 .. Oo 1878'1 
Oo29219 16° -17'-0 15 0.95939 
o(D 
6 C=10° -s2·•-aou Oo 18867 
0.09470 5°-24 1-30 11 0 099555 
Calculation of skin forces 
Joint ａＮｾ＠
-ｾｾｾ［Ｉｾｾ＠
d "' ｾ＠ ｾＱ｜＠
-_._.. 
1\ 
Joints B,C,D,E. 
Ｕｾ＠ = 4 .• 19187 cos o( B = 19.07077 lb/ino 
__,....., t:·A sin 
y 
4.19187 So= coso(. A = 16o79187 lb/ino 
sin ＶＮＮｾＱＮ｜＠
C' ｾ＠ｾ｣＠ = 4.47605 cos 0 < C = 22.,37685 lb/in. 
sinbB 
\ ' 
Sc= 4e47608 cos c\ ll = 21 o21475 lb/in. 
Sin 6 .. b 
ｳｾ＠ t>= 4o73108 coso( D = 24"96405 lb/in, 
;1r;tsc 
' Sb= 4c73108 cor.« C ·- ＲＴｾＰＶＹＸＴ＠ lb/ino 
ｳｲｮＭｾ｣＠
c 
·-
--...0 
c 
]5 
a 
Applied load 
c 
0.45618" 
--t--
1-35766" 
2·20408" 
+ 
3.22 846., 
-· -.e!-
Skin components along lattices in lb/in. 
ｒ･ｾｵｬｴ｡ｮｴ＠ sl<in forces 1n lb/in. run 
BARREL VAULT CASE II 
Fig. 4·10 
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The above skin components and the resultant skin forces along vo1·ious lattices have 
been given in ｆｩｴｾＮＴＮＱＰ｢Ｍ｣Ｎ＠
Forces in the inclined members of the lattice 
8 
BC I CD I DE = s c t= ｾ＠
cos Ｇｖﾷｾ＠
Forces in the boom n10mbers of the lattice 
AB = llof\A. 
depth ofAB 
= Bol'A •. 
1.1 f400a 
Ti\BLE 4&2a 
forces in various members of typical lattices of type AB & CD under 
Unit load/in run are as follows: 
----....... ＮＬＮＮＮ｟ＮｾＭﾷＭＭＭ
Force = BaM 
ｾ＠ deptl1'-
-·-··---,..--------1 
Member lattice lai'tice 
•------Jt--- type AB type CD 
1-3 
3-5 
5-7 
7-9 
9-11 
11-13 
13-15 
15-17 
17-19 
19-21 
21-23 
23-25 
25-27 
27-29 
29-31 
31-33 
33-35 
ＳＵｾＳＷ＠
2-4 
ＴｾＶ＠
6-8 
8-10 
.1Qaal2 
12 ... 14 
14-16 
16-18 
18.,.20 
20-22 
22-24 
24 .. 26 
26-28 
28-30 
30-.32 
32-=-34 
34-36 
36-38 
38-39 
ＳｾＰＹＶＹＵ＠ 3.32755 
8.61759 9.25926 
13o24057 14.22646 
16.96589 180 22916 
19 0 79354 21 .26736 
21 0 72352 ＲＳｾｾｾＳＴＱＰＵ＠
22 • 75583 24 .45023 
22.89048 24.59490 
22.12747 23fl77507 
20o46679 f 21.99074 
17.90844 19.24189 
14.45242 15.52855 
10.09874 10.85069 
4o8474Q 5.20833 
-1.30162 ＭＱｾＳＹＸＵＴ＠
-3.36625 -3.61690 
=1.34650 -1.44676 
ｾｏｧＲＲＴＴＲ＠ -=-0.24113 
0 0 
-5.96948 -6.41396 
r.:o 11.04129 -11.86342 
a:a 15.21544 -16.34838 
-18.49192 -19.86882 
ea2Qp87074 -22o42476 
-22.35188 -24.01620 
-22 • 93537 ｾＴＮ＠ 64313 
co22.62118 "'"24.30555 
-21.40933 -23.00347 
-19.29982 -20.73688 
-16.29264 "*17 .50578 
..,.'i2 .38779 -13.31018 
- 7 o58528 - 8.15008 
- 1.88510 - 2o02546 
4.71275 . 5.,06367 
2.24417 2o41127 
0.67325 0.72338 
0.22442 0 
ＭＭＭＭＭｾ＠ ............. ＧＭＮ［ ｾＮＮＮＭＮｾＬＮＬＮＭﾷ＠ ......... -.. -·---.1 
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Ti\BLE 4.2b 
Forces in various members of typical lat·tices of type AB & CD under 
Unit load/in run are as follows:-
--
.... . ·- At- .p ..... ＮＮ｟ＮＮＮＮＮｾ＠ ....... ..... 
lv\ember Force = S.F. 
a cos 'f! r 
lattice type 
ｦｯｾｄ＠ I lattice type CD 
1-4 -7.56309 ' +7.66045 3-4 +7.01504 -7.10534 
3-6 -6.46699 +6.55024 
5-6 +5.91894 -5.99513 
5-8 -5 .. 37089 +5.44003 
7-:8 +4.82284 -4.88492 
7-10 -4.27479 +4.32982 
9-10 +3.72674 -3.77471 
9-12 -3.17869 +3.21961 
11-12 +2.63064 -2.66450 
11-14 -24'08259 +2.10940 
13-14 +1.53454 -1.55429 
13-16 -0.98649 +0.99919 ｾ Ｍ
15-16 +0.43844 -0.44408 
15-18 +0.10961 -0.11102 
17-18 -0.65766 +0.66612 
17-20 +1.20571 -1.22123 
19-20 -1.75376 +1.77634 
19-22 +2.30 181 -2.33144 
21-22 -2.84986 +2.88655 
21-24 +3.39791 -3.44165 
ＲＳｾＲＴ＠ -3.94596 +3.99676 
23-26 +4.,49401 
-4.55186 
25-26 -5.04206 +5.10697 
25-28 +5.59011 -5.66207 
27-28 -6.13816 +6.21718 
27-30 +6.68621 -6.77228 
29-30 -7.23426 +7.32739 
29-32 +7.78231 -7.88249 
31-32 -8o33036 +8.43760 
31-34 -3.28830 +3.33063 
33-34 +2o74025 -2.77553 
33-36 -2.19220 ＫＲｾＭ＼ｭ＠
35-36 +1.64415 -1.66532 
35-38 -1.09610 +1.11021 
37-38 +0.54805 -o.55511 
37-39 :Q_-25000 ＰＮｾＵＰＰＰ＠
-
.. -
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CHAPTER V 
............. """' ............ .,. ...... 
5. 1 Introduction 
-
During the last two decades, experimental methods of analysis have been 
dave loped for predicting the behaviour of structures. Experirnents are made on 
small scale models which are properly proportioned to the dimensions and elastic 
constants of the prototypes. The results obtained from i·he model analysis are 
multiplied by scaling factors to obtain the forces and deflectionsof the prototypes Q 
In general, the r(lodel analysis is used for the following reasons24 
1) either to explore the behaviour of a structure prior to mathematical 
analysis, 
2) and/or to confirm experimentally, the results obtained by theoretical 
analysis, 
3) and/or to obtain empirical forrnulae for design from the relationship 
between ｾﾷｨ･＠ model and theoretical resultso 
Two models of barrel vaults were constructed and tested to compare the 
experimental and theoretical results. The possibility of using the experirllentol 
methods for predicting the behaviour of a braced barrel vault encountel·ed in 
actual practice was. ctlso studied. 
5.2 Barra I Vault Case I. 
The model was constructed from 3/16in. diameter 20 s.w .g. brass tubes 
connected t·o ! 11 diameter phosphor bronze balls. Phosphor bronze was chosen as 
134 
BRIGHT ｓｔｅｾＧﾭ
CVLINOr=.R 
FIXED IN POSITIO 
ｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ C ___________________ , 
II ＭＫＭＭＭｾＨｌＭ 2) ----+-
TYPICAL BAR ASSEMBLY 
Fig. 5·1 
I 
DISTANCE TO BE AO.JUSTED ---o--
1 
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135 - . 
the material for the balls in view• of the fact ｴｨ｡ｾ＠ .. brass would wear ｣ｴｵｩ｣ｫｾｹ＠ and 
steel would be difficult to work with. The tubes were cut to length and tapped 
'136 
with 4 B.A. righthand threads on one end and 4 B.A. lefthand threads on the othero 
The balls were held in ｾＭＮ＠ jig and holes drilled in proper radial directionsc These 
holes were hand tapped with 4 BuA o righthand i·hreads and then checked thcJt 
the proper radial directions of the ｨｯｬｾｳ＠ \.Yere maintained. Small brass rod 
connectors were used to connect the tubes to the ba lis. Connectors at one end 
of the tubet were screwed with 4 B.A. righthand threads throughout their length 
while those at the other end were screwed ha If with 4 BoA oo a·ighthcJnd anrl ha If 
with 4 ｂｾａｯ＠ lefthand tht·eads. This special method of connection facili-tated the 
removal of any rnembea· from the completed model without disturbing the end 
ioints of the member. /\lso the model could be adiusted by rotating a member 
and thus pushing or pulling the ioints it connected. The connectors ··Nere secured 
by lock-nuts to eliminate backlash which othetwise might have affected the 
deflectionso A typical connection is shown in fig.5a 1 o 
The model consisted of eight lattices and had rise/span ratio of 1/4& 
These dimensions were chosen to be similar to a practical strl•cture o l"hc-: oveaull 
size of the model was 6 19 11 x 4 '6" x 13-!u. 
An adiustabie gauge shown in Figo5.2 wr.Js specially designed by the autho!· 
to adiust precisely the centre to centre dist<.1nce bei·ween two adiacent ｦｸＱｕｳｾ＠
The gauge was sei· i·o the distcnce required between two adjacent belli ioints and 
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by rotation of the tubular member connecting them, i·he distance between the ball 
ioints could be brought to the gauge lengtho The completed model was then 
mounted on two solid timber stands which were braced by sloti·ed ｯｮｧＡ･ｳＨＩＨｆｩｧｯＵＬＮｾＱＢｾ＠
The purpose of the slotted angles was twofold: 1) to make t·he frome\lvor'a< rigid 
2) to carry ､ｩｾ＠ I gauges, The dia I gauges were connected to the sloti·ed angle frCime= 
work by means of small cleats cut from the same 5ectionlt Small fllosHc disGs were 
glued horizontally onto the ball ioints and their vertical deflections were ｭ･｡｡ｵｲｾ､＠
by dial gauges on these discs!JI(fig.5.4.) 
ｅ､ｧｾ＠ conditions 
The ball ioints along the bottom booms of the end trusses (the diaphragms) 
of the vauli· were clamped rigidly to 3 11 x 1!11 channel section bolted on the tin1ber 
standso In order to simulate a practical structure the diaphragms (end trusses) were 
fixed only along their bottom booms. This gave full freedorrt of movement to the 
joints at the verges of the vault. The barrel vault was tested for the following 
conditions along its longitudinal edges: 
A) Edges restrained in horizohtal direction only. 
B) Edges rastrained in vertical direction only. 
C) Edges restrained in horizontal and vertical directionso 
Two 3 11 )t 3 11 x! 11 mild steel angles were used to achieve the above three 
edge conditions as arranged in Fig.S.5. To prevent horizontal deflections due 
to the thrust from the ntodel .. the angles were connected to one anot·her at five 
positions along their lengths by ｳｾｵ＠ diameter mas., rods running across the barrel. 
a 
c 
PLACING OF SIDE ANGLES TO ACHIEVE 
VARIOUS EDGE CONDITIONS 
q ·CLAMP 
Fig.5·5 
/; ''x 3 'X )'4 • -m · s . Sl PE. ANG'L.E . 
/ /sf- END t....AT71CE 
Sect ion A A 
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Fig.5·6 
8 fl Ll .1011'11 
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It was obseiVed that i·he longitudinal edges of the vault '"\'ere defJectillg inwCJrcls 
due to the self weight of the barrel o To avoid this movement1 the belli iohrrs. t1long 
the longitudinal edges were allowed to siide in between t·he side angie ctnd attached 
cleats shown in fig.5.6. Grease was used in order to reduce ioint ｦｲｨＮｾｈｯｮｯ＠
5o3 Method of testing!. 
The indirect method was employed for tesi'ing the model o ｔｨｩｾ＠ r.12.rhod h 
based on the well known iV\axweiPs theorean.25 The member in V'lhich the force 
was to be determined under any system of vertical loading was removed from the 
model and replaced by one incorporating a dial gauge and turnbuclde arronger11ent 
to measure its change in length (fig.5.4). To determine the influence of a unit 
vertical load at a ioint i on the member considered the length of the bc.u 'NCJs 
altered by a known amount L':l and the vertical deflection [ of the ioint i 
(" 
measured o The ratio -8 gave the force in the member due to unit verticC!I loCJd 
at the ioint i. 
Due to the rigidity of the ioints, a comparativeiy large force had to be 
applied at the turnbuckle to produce a smal-l joint deflection o This force caused 
buckling of adjacent members. To prevent· this, lengths of the same h;bular section 
were tied to the members in the vicinity of the member with the turnbuckle. This 
also helped to ensure proper distribution of the forces in the whole si·ructure G' 
As there 'Nere a large number of joints, only the membe.-s cut by the :·l 
axis of symmetry were investigated, such that,to obtain the influence ｳ•ｾｲｦ･Ｑ｣･＠ for 
.
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these members, it was sufficient to measure the deflections of only half of the 
structure. In order to have a check for the symmetdc behaviour under the ｳｾｲ･ｳｳｩｮｧ＠
of the member under investigation, the deflections of some identical ｪ｣ｩｮｾﾷｳ＠ (}'ing ｾｮ＠
the two halves of the mode I w·ere noted and ·found to be i·he same. 
Graphs of 6. against cf were plotted for the va:·ious ioints to find the 
average value of d ., All the ioints in the model behaved Ａｩｮ･｡ｲｩｾｬ＠ ･ＺＬＮｾｾ･ｰｴ＠ those 
ｾ＠
in transverse direction, directly connected to the ends of the member ｾｾｵ｢ｪ･｣ｴ･､＠ to 
ctn artificial chc1nge of length. (e.g. Joints 12 and 31 while stressing i·he ｭｴｾｲｮ｢･Ｑﾷ＠
5-6 -fig.5.7)o For obtaining the values of ｾ＠ at such joints, only the first 
few readings were considered for t·he ｰｬｯｴｾ＠
Under different boundary conditions, the influences ( i valuel;) of <Jnil" 
vertical loads at vc1rious ioints on the mernbers under investigation have bAen given 
in Appendix II. 
Knowing these values, the calculation for the force in a particular member 
under a particular loading may be calculateclo lllus.trative cnlculations are dono 
for the member 5..,.6 (Fig.5o7} of the vault with the edges restrained horh:0rri·cdl}' 
only, and under uniformly distribu-ted loadingo The computation of ｦｯｲｾＺＺＹｾ＠ in other 
members has been carried out in a similar way and only the finai results given in 
fig.5,8o 
Edge condition: Edges restrained in horizontal direction only (I 
J\1\ember a:o 5=6 (Table 1 - Appendbc U) 
l...oad :.: 0.1 lb/in2 on p:an areao 
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ＬＭＡ｜ｰｰｲｯＬ､ｭ｡ｴ･ｾｬｯ｡､ｳ＠ at ioints along, (Fig.2 .8) 
boom E * 6. 978 lb. 
booms D & o• = 6o792 lb. 
II 
II 
II 
c & c• = 6o242 lb. 
3 & s• = 5"358 lb. 
A 8, A I = 2 .419 lb. 
d Summation of z values along boom E = 
2(0.2000 + 0.6667 + 1.7308 + ＴｾＴＵＷＱＩ＠ = 14.1092 
booms D & D' 
= 2 X 2(0.2593 + 0.8333 + 1.0919 + 0.7576- Ｐ ﾷｾ ＶＶＷ Ｉ＠ == 10.4348 
booms c & c• 
= 2 X 2(-0.2462- 0.5623-0.9850-= 1.2143) = -12.1152 
booms B & B1 
:.._ ... 0 8867 
= 2 X 2(-=-0.1866 ... 0.4412 .... 0. 7000 ｾ＠ 0.8333 .... • 2 = .,.. 10.4180 
booms A 8t A .. 1 
= 2 X 2(Q>0.0536 """0.0966 "'"'0.1633- 0.3250) = -2,.5540 
Force in the rnember 5-6 
6 
= L -75. >t load. 
= • 14.1092 X 6. 978 - 10.4348 >C 6.792 + 12.1152 X 6.242 
+ 10.4180 }{ 5.358 + 2.5540 )( 2.419 
= ｾＳＱＮＷＰＸ＠ (Compressive). 
5.4 Conclusions 
·-
1) The a>dal forces obtoined experimentally and by the exaci· computer 
analysis for the n1e1nbers away from the longitudinal edges compare well. 
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2) Any member under investigation was replaced by another member V'!ith a 
dial gauge and turnbuckle, and strains were induced by t•oi·ating the turnbuckle" 
This method gave a large fo1·ce in the central n1ernber along the longitudinal edge of 
the barrel with edges restrained in horizontc1l direction only. This large force is 
probably due to the faci· that the stressing of ·this member deflected the and joints 
along the longii'udinal direction. These ioints, also being along the botton1 boom of 
the supporting trusses1 were supposed to be rigidly fixed. In the computer analysis 
these ioints have been assumed to be ･ｮ｣｡ｳｴﾷｲｾ［ＯＮ＠ The author mode an unsuccessful 
attempt to prevent longitudinal movemeni' of these iointsn It was ､ｩｦｦｩ｣ｵｬｾﾷ＠ because 
these were awkwardly located and had not enough cleat· space left on the ball ioints 
to allow easy rigid fixing. 
3) The mernbrone analogy solution gives a V/rong picture of the distribution 
of the forces in the vault. However, it gives somewhat better values in the centtcd 
region. 
4) The shell analogy approach gives reasonable forces in the members ctw·ay 
from the edges but fails to give good results along the longitudinal edges even after 
taking into account that the elastic constants in x ｡ｮ､ｾ＠ directiorsare different. 
5) Equivalenl· hollow beam theor}' gives rather good results in the top and 
bottom bcoms of this vc1ult. This method is e>dremely simple c1ncl it seems, can be 
used to predict the forces in top and bottom booms of this type vf braced vc1ult vvhere 
there is uniforrfl pattern of bracing. The outhor•s suggestion \Norks sufficiently well 
148 
for obtaining the equivalent ｣ｲｯｳｳｾ･｣ｴｩｯｮ｡ｬ＠ area of the boom mt.--)rnber-so 
6) The results given by the latticed truss method do not contpare ｶｶＰｾｾ＠
with the exact computer solution. The reason for this may be that in t·he ｡ｮ｡ｬｹＺ［ｩｾ＠
by this method the effect of the unequal ､･ｦｬ･｣ｾﾷｩｯｮｳ＠ of i·he laltices under unequal 
skin forces has not been accounted for. The author 1s for.;toa: for reducing the 
forces in the longitudinal edges gives good result • 
7) From the con1pute1· analysis it can be seen that i·he top longitudinal 
boom of the vault "vith edges restrained only ｨｯｲｩｺｯｮｾﾷ｡ｬＮｬｹ＠ deflects upward under 
downward uniformly distribui·ed load and the deflections of the ｪｯｩｮｾﾷＺﾻ＠ nearer )·o 
the edges are considerably more than those away from them, although the rna>cimum 
deflection itself does not occur along the longitudinal ･､ｧ･ｳｾ＠
In the vault v1ith edges resi"raincd vertically, ｾﾷｨ･＠ top boom de-fleers partly 
up and partly down. 
With edges restrained in both directions, the top boom defle;cts compiei·elj 
downwards (Jnd these deflections are ver)' large. Study of tho deflections of ｩﾷｨｾ＠
transverse section indicates i·hcit the barrel behaves like a two pinned ｡ｲ｣ｨｾ＠
8) The computer analysis shows that though the deflections under u _.d. lo(td 
change considerably with different edge conditions, the distribui·ion of the forces-
is not affected much except in the vicinity of the longitudinal edgeso 
15,0 
5.5 Barrel Vault Case II o 
The model was mainly constructed from 3/16inc)· diameter 24 s.w .g. tubular 
membars1 only along the longitudinal edges 3/16in. diamG>ter 20 s.'-N Qg. tube was 
used (Fig .2 .10). Brass was chosan as the moto.-iol for t·he model in view of the 
fact that its lower modulus of elasticity would give deflect-ions and strains within 
the range of accurate obseivation. 
This model also ｣ｯｨｳｩｾｴ･Ｎ､＠ of eight lattices. Eac'h ·lottlce was divided by 
braotng nodes into 18-4.2/311 wide pahels. The overal_l dimCilnsions of the moclef 
ｷｾｲ･＠ as shown in ｦｴｧＮＲｾＱｯＮ＠ The ｲｾ｣ｵﾷｲ･ｬ＠ V/ds ｳｬｬｾｰｯｴｬﾷ･｣ｬ＠ on two heavy btCISS tuba 
trusses placed 5 110 11 aport leaving 14 11 ovsrhahg at oiia end. 
ｬｾﾷＮ＠ special jig shown in Fig.5., 11/ was used for the construction of the niodel. 
This iig consisted of wooden planks ndi led on the suppo1ting diaphrcgn1s to f6rm 
centering. ThQ planks v-1ere covered with asbestos sheeHng to alieNI the model 
members to be soldered on the iig. The rnodel profile was accurately marked on 
this asbestos sheeting. The longitucHpctl bdrs were thah corrGctly fbced on ·i·he 
sheetihg \f1ith staples·• ｔｨ･ｳｾ＠ staples rnlrlin1i&ecl the ｬ｡ｾﾷ･ｲ｡ｬ＠ distortion of th0 longi.,.. 
tudinais during soldering., 
Soldering of the n1(;del wds d difficult job since heat· developed during 
solderins tended to distort the model by on appreciable amount o To keep i·his 
distortion to e1 minimum, the process of soldering was stot(·ed from one end of ｲｨｾ＠
model and continued evenly along its lengtho Soldering of an individual faint 
JIG FOR 
ｔ｜ｍｂｾｒ＠ D\AP\\RF\GM 
BARREL VAULT CASE II 
Fig.5.11 
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was can·ied out 1n two stages. 
Firstly., two inclined members with ends profiled to fit the longituclirK11 
lying in the same lattice and meeting at the same point to fo1·m a ioini' wHh the 
longitudinal, were held firmly and accurately in position and tack soldered, 
then subsequeni·ly crllowed to cool down e 
Secondly" the remaining two members meeting at the some ioint ctnd lying 
in the odiacent lattice were profiled and positioned in the satne vvoy ｡ｾ､＠ i+ae joint 
fully solderedo Great care had to be taken while soJdering not to burn the pareni· 
metol. Joints were first· soldered internally ctnd then externally if ｲｾＩｱｵｩｮ［､ｆ＠ in 
order to rnake them l"igid. Suitably braced trusses V\fere then soldered to the model 
forrning the supporting diaphragms. 
Edge Conditions 
ｾ＠ ＭＺ｡ｾ＠
The model was mounted on timber stands (Fig.5C) 12) as described for 
Case 11 Sec .5 .2, and tested for the following conditions along the longitudincJI ｾｾｾｧ･ｳ＠ .. 
A) Edges restrained in horizontal direction only 
B) One side vertically and the other side horizontally restrained<: 
The same anungement as shown in Figo5 .4a1 d \lifas used to ensure the 
above edge condutionso 
5 o6 iV\ethod of testing 
........ Ｍ ｾｾ＠
As opposed to the first model 1 here the direct method of tesi·ing of r11odel 
was employed. In this method, known loads are applied to i·he structure ond the 
strains and displacements ore n1easured wii-h the help of suitable insh-umer·jtso The 
J 
model Case H wets tesl·ad under a uniformly distribut·ed load over the eni'ire plan 
area. The load was approxin1ated to systems of veatical loads acting at the join\·s 
of the vault. The approximated loads were applied by means of cans !>uspended 
at each ioint., The cans contained washers and lead shots to make t·he e>cact load 
required at each ioint. Uniformly distributed initie1l locd was applied to the ioints 
to get rid of the initial strains in the model. The model under loc1d is zhown in 
Fig o5 .12. Strains. and deflecl'ions or ioints \\'ere measured for three different 
intensities of loading. Graphs of load against deflection and load against forces 
were plotted to get the average values of the deflections and force:; under i"he 
loading of Oo 1 lb/in2 on plan area. 
i'v\easurement of strains 
SEA/2.,..200_o... strain gauges from Teddington /-\ircraft Control Ltd(} were 
used for measuring the strains in the members of the model. Special C(We was 
taken in sticking the sh-ain gauges to the members of the model as the cn·At'ls 
available round the tubes were very smalL\ The area for each gauge vvas 
t·oughened with a fine sand paper and cleaned thoroughlyo E>{tra paper round 
the gauge was cut ctway corefu II y and the gauge was then ｳｴｵｴｾｫ＠ on the roughened 
surface of i·he member. ｾｾｰｩ･｣･＠ of thin shim was wrapped round the gauge(! 
Pressure was applied to this shim by mectns of threads, passed overHand weightGd 
at each end to ensure good coni·aci· o When the csdhesive set 1 the shim and the 
weights were removed. 
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Defl_:ction of joi .. nts 
Due to the large nutnber of joints at different levels in ｳｰ｡｣･Ｎｾ＠ ioint 
displacements were measured with the help of cathetometers sighi·ecl on targets 
glued to the ioints. As the deflections were very small 1 the cathetometers hr.K·1 
to be accurately levelled and the readings taken with great careo 
5. 7 Conclusions 
A. Edges restrained in horizontal cli recti on onlyo 
1) During the experiments it was observed that the ioints along thEl top 
chord of the suppori·ing trusses deflected in longitudinal direction. The ｾｲｵｳｳ･ｳ＠
supporting the vault should have been considered in the computer ｡ｮ｣ｩｾｹＺ､ｳＮｲ＠ but 
this was not possible since the analysis of the vault with trusses would ｨｇ｜ｾ･＠ yielded 
hundred and five ioints while the computer programme could cater for a rl!O)dmum 
of a hundred ioints only. The vault was analysed on i·he compui·er asstHYt;ng tv1o 
different constraint conditions at the ioints along the top chord of the sup.porting 
trusses. 
2) Forces in members obtained expea·imentally and the mean of ｴｨ･ｾ＠ ｦｯｲ｣･ｾ＠
obtained by the two cornputer analyses compare well in general. The ､ｩｳＭ｣ｮｾｰ｡ｮ｣ｹ＠
that occurs along the longitudinal edges may be clue to the rigid clamping of the 
bottom booms of the supporting trusses, \IVhich greatly affected the movement of t-he 
joints corl'lmon to i'he bottom booms of the trusses and the longitudinal ･､ｧ･ｾＬＮＬ＠
' 
3) Equivalent holbw beam theory gives good results ｣ｾｮ､＠ rnoy be usGcl for 
long barrels of this type if the authoa·'s suggestion for obtaining equivalent· cross-
section of the booms is used. 
4) Latticed t11Jss method gives higher forces along the longitudinal edges 
but con1pares \¥Glll in the central •·egion. The reduction of i·he forces ｣ｬｬｾｮｧ＠ the 
longitudinal booms in the edge lattices according to the ｦ｡｣ｾﾷｯｲ＠ suggesi·ed by the 
author, gives S.'Jtisfactory comparison along the longitudinpl edges. 
5) E>cperimeni·al deflections compare well with the mean values of the 
hvo con1puter analyses. 
6) The top longitudinal boom deflec·ts duvl/nWCirds in i·his case o 
7} Stud}' of the de·flections of the ﾷｾｲｯｮｳｶ･ｲｳ･＠ section shows that ·the joints 
nearer to the eeges deflect 1110re than those ｡ｾｶ｡ｹ＠ from the eclgesl oli'hough tha 
ma>dmum defleci·ion does not cccut· along i·he longituJinal cdgeso 
ｾｾ＠ o t)ne side horizontally and the other side . vorNcatfy restrained o 
1) The deflections o·f rhe joints ·\vere on the whole increased ･ｩｴ｣ｯｰｾﾷ＠ of 
those which were nearer to the edges. 
2) The longitudjnal edge which V{dS restrained only in the horh::oi'ital 
direction deflected less compared to the previous case o 
3) The forces in the members of the vault did not change considGrably a 
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GENERAl CONClUSIONSo 
f·rortl the results obtained from the experimental and i·heoretical investigations 
of the two vaults, the following conclusions can be drawn o 
1) Rigidity of the supporting trusses or diaphragms greatly influences the 
distribution of the forces and deflections of braced barrel vaults of this type!) 
Forces in most of t(1e members are affected by the degree of rigidit)' of the suppotts, 
those in the centra·l regions of the vaults are reduced with an increase of suppor\· 
rigidity and those near the supports sharply altered, someHmes changing sign., 
2) The simple technique of the equivalent hollow beam theoay can be used as a 
designer's tool for quantitative prediction of the forces.. If the equivalent ｴｲ｡ｮｾｶ･ｲｳ･＠
section is calculated ar.cording to the author's suggestion, then this method can also 
be used for short barrels .. 
3) The latticed truss method gives reasonable results in the central regions of long 
barrel vaults, but overestin1ates the values of forces in the longitudinal edge boomso 
More realistic values of these forces can be obtained using the auH1or's factor o 
4) E>caci· soluHon of a skeletal structure can be obtained by com,:Juter, ｶｾｨｩＮＺＺｨ＠ is by 
far the quickest way.. E>cperimental investigations are con1parativeJ}r costly end siow ｾ＠
Experitnentol mei'hods1 hence1 should only be used when either the computer fat;ility-
is not avai I able or the structure under ilivestigation is too compl icai'ed and does not 
I ie within i·he available cornputer 1s range" 
5) When a computer cannot be used, experimental methods in coniunction w:·rh the 
approximate theoretical methods suitable for hand computation may be used for the 
analysis of a structural problem" 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
Furi·her •·esearch is needed to study the behaviour of ｢｡｡ｾｲ･ｬ＠ vaults having 
th1·ee-way grid type bracing, when rise/span and/or lengi·h/span ratios are altered o 1'' 
Whether transverse sections ｾｶｨｩ｣ｨ＠ mc1y be parabolic, elliptical or any ｯｾﾷｨ･ｲ＠ shape 1 
have any influence on the stress distribution and deflectio11s of the vaults is not 
knowne * 
Special computer programmes, which will deal with a particular type of 
vault and for any particular purpose described above1 can be developed to give a 
series of results from which some important conclusions may be established .. 
The shell analogy approach gctve higher values of forces along the longi-
tudinal edge booms even when it was taken into ｡｣｣ｯｵｮｾﾷ＠ thai· i·he elastic c.onstants 
in x and p directions were different_, Further research is needed to e>cpress these 
constants based on assumptions other than those which hitherto have been made e 
If this is done successfully, general expressions for the three woy grid type barrels 
with isosceles t·riangles could be developed, and a series of g'-ctphs for various stre8!l 
resultants could be plotted to give quick answer to a particular ｰｾｾｾＩｾＩｩ･ｭＬ＠
ｾＭＺｔｨ･ｳ･＠ effects can be ｩｮｶ･ｳｴｩｧ｡ｴｾ､＠ by using the programme developerl by thG 
aui·hor., This work remains undone due to the main impediments hnposed by )·ight 
schedule of bookings on the already oveiWorked, small capacity, Vl?r:t slow 
computer. 
Sheeting or covering has definite contributory effects on ｴｨｾ＠ si-ruci"ura I strength 
of barrel vaults. These effects generally depend upon the type of the sheei"ing used. 
Cloth like sheeting, if ｵｳ･､ｾ＠ may not have appreciable effect on sh·uctural behav,our 
of the vaults while stiff sheeting will have a definite effect. The rigidity of the 
connections of sheeting and the vaults will have to be considered in the latter casetl 
Three-way grid type vaults, especially when pin connected mc!y· be susceptible 
to snap buckling due to local load concentration. 
No research has been done in the above two cases. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Method of successive block elimination. 
The stiffness mat,rix of a structure satisfying the numbering condition 
described in Sec.2.6 has a banded form with zero elements outside the band. 
Such a matrix for a structure with four groups of joints can be written as: 
where 
a.,, ")t.\ ｾ Ｎ＠ a.,".l. ')f..:L -t 0 + () -= ｾＧ＠ (1) 
a. 2.\ ')(. ' + Q. 'l.2,. ｾ＠ :J. -\- <l.a3 "X.-3 -+ 0 
-
.!l,_ (2) 
0 + ｡ＮｾＧｬＭ 'X2.. + ＰＮｾＳ＠ -x3 1- ｃｬＳｾ＠ X4 = ｾｾ＠ (3) 
0 ... 0 + ｑＮＴＭｾ＠ 'X.,3. ""'" 04+ 'X.4 =. i+ (4) 
<l.yy Q 0..-rj are the stiffness matrices of the rth group of joints .. 
Xy = The deformation vector of the rth group • 
. l.-.-· =.. . The applied load vector at rth group. 
From (1) 
where 
_, 
_, ｾ＠ ... , _, 
x,::. au J ll - <lu 0. Ｇｾ＠ ｾＱＮＮ Ｎ＠ fu == ( O..u + o) 
:'. .f \\ Ｍｒｾ＠ + -\: ｾ｜＠ ?\.a. ｾﾷ＠ _i 9 = ..Q,- 0 
-{u ｡ｇｾ＠ = ｴｾ＠
0 =. null matrix. 
From (2) 
(_, 
a.2.:L 'X.2. = j ,_ - a.:l, :x., - ＰＮＮＲＮＬｾ＠ ＿ｃＮｾ＠
: J2. - 0-.:»..afn ｾＬ＠ - ｾＺ｡Ｎ｜＠ \2.\ ?t2 - ｃａＺ｡ＮＮｾ＠ X..3 
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\ - _, 
ｾﾷＬ＠ X.2.. - ＨｮＲｾＫ＠ 02.., t2.,)- Ｈｾ｡Ｍ ＰＮＱＬＫＬＬｾＬＩＭ (a.2.11.+ ｯＮＧ［ｬＮＬＭｬＲＮＬＩｑＮＲＬＮｾ＠ ｸｾ＠
=- ｦ｡ｾ＠ ..Q, -+ -l-a.a. "X.. -a . 
\ 
_, 
where 12.!1.. = ( 0.'1.1. -t ｯＮｾＬ＠ \.!1.,)" 
Now from (3), 
) 
= ｊｾＭ ｡ｾＧＱＮＮｸＮＮＲＮＭ ｵｾ Ｔ＠ ?<.4 
:. . ｾ＠ ｾ＠ - c;x ?.'1 .r 2. 'l. i l.. - ｾ＠ ｾＧｬＮＭ｜Ｚ＠ ｾＱ＠ Ｇｘｾ＠ - ｡Ｎｾｾ＠ ｸ｟Ｎｾ＠
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_, - _, 
ＨｯｾＢ＿Ｎ Ｍ + a2,2. ＭｬＭｬＮＺｾＩ＠ · ( ｟ｑｾＭ ｡ｾＧ［ｬＮＮ＠ f2.:». ..Q:.t)- Ｈ｡ＮｾｾＫ＠ ｡ｾｾＮＭｾｾｾ＠ o 3-4 ｾＴ｜Ｍ
where 
Ｍｲｾｾ＠ ｾｾ＠ + t.43 'X.4 
Ｍｾ＠ｦｾｾ＠ =-· ( ｡Ｎ Ｑ ｾ＠ 4- Ua2. ｾｾＲＮＩ＠ ) 
and ＭｬＢ｜Ｍｾ＠ = 
From (4) , 
where 
Summarising 
:. ｾ＠ + - ｃ｜Ｂ｜ｾ＠ ｲｸＮｾ＠
= _Q4-.- ｾＴＭｾＮｲｾｾ＠ ..Q3 - ｃ｜Ｔｾ＠ ｴＴＭｾ＠ ＿｣Ｎｾ＠
- ( ""'-"'·_ ｾ＠ Ｐ｜Ｂ｜Ｍｾ＠ ＭｬＢＧＢｾｙＧ＠ ( ..Q+- ｵＢＧＢｾ＠ Ｎｲｾｾ＠ ｾ＿ＮＩ＠
ＭｲｾＴ＠ .Q-4 . 
_, 
:. ( ｾＴＺｾ＠ + ｄＫｾ＠ ｴＫｾＩ＠ and 
-x., = \+" J, -+ ｻｾｑ＠ ｘＮｾ＠
.f:l.'l. ｾｾ＠ -\- i ｾ［ｬＮ＠ ＷＨＮｾ＠
Ｍｲｾｾ＠ j3 + ＭｬＴｾ＠ Ｇｘｾ＠
ＭｦｾｬＴ＠
·- ｾ Ｍ
\ 
where 
_, 
f,, = (a.,, + o) ) 
_, 
., .f.,.2 = ( C\:J-'2.. Ｋ｡ＮＺｾＮＬ＠ \::')..,) 
_, 
ｾＳｬ＠ = Ｈ｡Ｓｾ＠ Ｋ｡ｾＬ｟＠ -l?-1) ' 
_, 
ｻＮｱＮｾ＠ : ( ｃ｜Ｔ｜ＭｾＭＫ＠ ＼ａＴｾｴｾｾＩ＠ , 
. ,. . ---·-- . ----- ＭＭ ＭＭＬ Ｎ ｾＭＭＭＮ｟ＬＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＬＮＭＭ［ＭＭＭＺＭＭＭＮＮＬＮＮＮＮＭＭＭｾＭＭＭ
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, 
-\').., :: - ..f,, n,,_ .. 
ｾｬＭ］＠ ( ..q1_ a'l.,fu i,) ) Ｊｾｾ＠ = - ＮｦＺｬＮＬ｟ｯＮｾｾ＠ ., 
｝ｾ＠ = ( ｾＳＭ ｣ＺｴｾＲＮｲｾｉＲＮＩ＠ , ｴＴｾ＠ = Ｍｦｾｾ｡ｾｾ＠ .. 
. ｾ＠ ., ( .R4- ｾ＠ ｡ｾｾｲｾｾｊＮｊ＠ ) 
lhe above method is general and therefore can be use.d systematically 
; 
on a computer for any number-of groups of ioints. 
Ｍｾ＠
\ .. 
(_ 
\ 
APPENDI)( II 
TAL\l..E 1 
Influence of unit vertical load at ioint 1x 1 on membet· Ｕ｣ｯ｢｟｛ＡＬｾＮＮＺＬＵＮＷＩＮ＠
Case: Edges restraihed in horizontal direction ｯｮｬｹｾ＠_____________ ..,......._,..- ezz-. I ＧＢｦｬＮＮＮＮＬＮ｟Ｎｾ＠
.-------·_, _____ ....,. 
Joint no. Influence 
x = J/n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
0 
0.2000 
0.6667 
1.7308 
4.4571 
0 
0.2593 
0.8333 
1.0919 
0.7576 
-0.6667 
0 
14 -=>0.2462 
15 -0.5833 
16 -o. 9850 
17 -1.2143 
20 0 
21 <;10 • .1866 
22 -=-0.4412 
23 =0 •. 7000 
24 =0.8333 
25 -0.8867 
26 ｾＰＮＰＵＳＶ＠ f 
27 ｾＰＮＰＹＶＶ＠ J 
28 =0.1633 
f 29 -0.32!)0 t......------- ·--· ..  --
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Joint no. 
}{ 
Ti\OlE 2 
Influence of unit vertical load at ioint 1x 1 on membe1· 
38-39 (fig,5o7}. 
Case: Edges restrained in horizontal ､ｩｲ･｣ｴｩｾ＠ onlyo 
ＭＭＭＮＮＮＮＮｾｾﾷＭＭﾷﾷＭﾷＭＭＭﾷﾷ＠ ＭＭＭｾＭＭＭ
Influence Joini· no. Influence 
:::: Ｖｾ＠ ){ = ｾ＠
ＭＭＭＭｾｾ＠ ..... Ｍｾ＠ .. ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＮＮ｜ＱＶｾ＠ .. _........ ......... 
.,. .. _..,.. ____ ＮＮＮＬＮＮｾＬＮＮＳＱ＠ ｾｾｾＭＭﾷ＠
1 0 28 + 0 
2 &:10.4166 29 o+ 
3 -0.8095 31 -1.6129 
4 -1.3590 32 O.OB49 
5 ｾ＠ 1 o8148 33 0.5946 
7 0 34 ＰｾＵＹＴＶ＠
8 ""'0. 1786 3!) 0 '"'-00 0 hJ 
9 c:.0.5027 36 0 
10 ｾＰｾＷＧＱＸＸ＠ r'J7 
"'' 
0.7639 
11 -0.8333 38 4 .. 5091 
12 -0.9000 40 1. 9437 
13 0 42 0.2709 
14 o+ 43 0 
15 o+ ｌｾＴ＠ Oo5479 
16 o+ L!.s 1.!5152 
17 o+ 4·0 ﾷｾ＠ o5152 
20 0 47 1.0139 
21 0.0267 48 Oa4071 
22 0.0753 4.9 0 
23 o. 1182 50 1.0192 
24 Oc 1314 52 0. 9143 
25 0.1314 ｣ﾷｾ＠ｾｾ＠ 006080 
26 o+ 54 Oo313Q 
27 o+ ! 
ﾷＭＭｾｾＭＭｾＺＮＮＮＭＮＮＮＬＮ＠ __ ... .___....---·-.... -.... --......... ｾ＠ .............. ----..... ___ 
+ readings very small. 
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Influence of unit vertical load at ioint It on member 50-5u(FigCI5o7). 
ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｭ＠ Ｍｾ＠ Ｍｾｾｾｾ＠
Case: Edges restrained in horizontal direction onlyo 
ｾｾｾｾＭＮＮ＠ e¢¥Jb: ｾ＠ ｾ•＠ ｶＭＮｾ＠ ...... 
-···---r.-
Joint No. Influence ' Joint Noo Influence 
.. ｾ＠ - t ﾷＭＭＭＢＭＭﾷＭＭＭＭＭｾｾ＠ ＯＡＺｾﾷＭｾＭＭＭ
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
0 
0,1029 
oct 1862 
0.2500 
0.2875 
0 
0$0296 
0.0923 
10 0.1306 
11 0.1538 
12 Oo1765 
13 0 
1.1 o+ ｌｾ＠
1s o+ 
16 o+ 
17 o+ 
20 o+ 
21 o+ 
22 ｾｏｯＰＲＱＹ＠
23 -0.0379 
24 a=o0.0487 
2s ｾｯＮｯ Ｐ ﾷＴｯｯ＠ I 26 
}( 
28 
29 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
40 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
·47 
ｌｾｂ＠
49 
50 
52 
53 
54 
--.....--=·--d ＯＮＮｾＭＭｾ＠
_,_ 
o' 
o+ 
0 ＳＵ ｾＯＺ＠ca 0 " t.:. ... ·:J 
'"""Qo3384 
... Qn3()QQ 
=0.,2381 
-0(,08!9 
0 I ｾｾ＠ v0714 . 
ＭＱｾＸＸＸＹ＠
-·i ＮＵＹｾＭＶ＠
"'"Oo5278 
0 
no3iJ8667 
-2o3B89 
ｾＱＮＳＸＸＹ＠
-0<10667 
=0o0938 
0 
-1ll7037 
ＮＮ｡ＰＮＺＶＳＵｾＡ＠
.... Qo3889 
... Qa439{) 
27 o+ ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＧＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ
+ 
recdi ngs very srncd L, 
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TABLE 4 
Influence of unit vertical load at Joint }Con member 5-6 ＨｦｩｧＮＵｾＷＩ＠ • . .,....... ｾｾｾ｟ＮＮＮＮＮ＠ __ _ 
Case: Edges restrained in vertical direction only • 
. --...... ﾷＭｾﾷﾷＭＭＭＭﾷ＠ .. ·---
Joint no. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
Influence 
］ｲＳ［ｾ＠
·----1 
0 
0.1667 
0.6364 
1 ｾＶＵＷＸ＠
4.4800 
0 
0.2576 
0.8095 
1.0Ll41 
0.6875 
0:00.7308 
0 
..,.l\ 4"ll.t;:9t; ｶＮｾｶ＠ ..,. 
-0.,5750 
-=0.9697 
-1.2000 
0 
.,.,o. 1471 
ｾＰＮＳＹＰＶ＠
-0.6154 
-0.7200 
""0.7879 
28 -
29 ｾ＠
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T/\BLE 5 
Influence of unit ve1tical load c1i" ｩｯｩｮｾﾷ＠ ';<'on ｲｯ･ｭ｢･ｲＮｾ｟ＸＮＬＮＮＳＹＨｆｩｧｾｩｯｺ｟ｽＮＮＡ＠
Case: Edges restrained in vertical direction only <t 
• ""C'.-.= ..-a-t ......... ................. Qitl::;oi::%sw,. ｾＭＭﾷｾＭＬＮＮＭｾ＠
Joint no. ·Influence Joint no. ｩｮｦｬｵ･ｮ｣･ｾ＠
X 
= 
016 ){ = d/A. 
1 0 28 ＮＭｾ＠
2 ""'0.3478 29 .... 
3 -0.6896 3·u ..,Q.8889 
4 ""1o1923 32 Oo5091 
5 &:31.5926 33 ;' n2' 'I Uoo 0 
7 0 34 ＰｾＷＰＳＷ＠
8 -0.1710 35 0.2115 
9 -0!35185 36 0 
10 -0.7458 37 0.7277 
11 .... Q.8857 38 4.4333 
12 -0.9286 40 1 .. 8571 
13 0 42 ｯＬＺｾﾷｬＲＵ＠
14 -=>0.0214 43 0 
15 -0.0351 44 0.4839 
16 -0.0500 45 1.2969 
17 -0.0800 46 1.2500 f ｾ＠
20 0 47 0 ns7- I • t:J u 21 0 .. 0355 ·i () 0('3556 .,.,.:l 22 0.0844 49 0 '\ 
.  23 o .. 1185 50 
- I 24 o. 1585 52 ... l 
25 o. 1500 53 
- J 26 .... 54 -27 -
---
. ＭＮＮＮＮＮＮＭＭｾ＠
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TABLE 6 
Influence of unit vertical ·load ett ioinf •x• on · . 
---- member. ＵｾＶ＠ ·(F i1Gj-;s. 7} - ... _ 
Case: Edges restrained in horizontal and vertical direcHons. 
ＭＭＭＩｾｾＭＭＭｾｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ
..._..,........,__.__......._, 
Joint no. Influence 
X = d;ba 
"__,..,._ _ __.. 
·--...._.,-
1 0 
2 o.t539 
3 0.6000 
4 1.6825 
5 4.4889 
7 0 
8 0.2692 
9 . 0.8065 
10 1.0(;45 
11 0.8333 
12 -0.6129 
13 0 
14 -0.2255 
15 -0.5052 
16 ""0.8333 
17 .. 1.1250 
20 0 
21 -olt 1.326 
22 e-:0"3313 
23 -0.5052 
24 oa0.6125 
25 -0.6341 
26 
27 
28 
29 
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TABLE 7 
Influence of unit ｶ･ｲｴｾ｣｡ｬ＠ load· at ioint .'x' on member 38-39 (Fig.5.7). 
Case: Edges .restrainecf in horizpntal and vertical directions • 
. . 
Joint no. Influence Joint no. Influence 
'c J/A X ､Ｇ［Ｌｾ＠
1 0 28 ""' 
2 -0.2667 29 
-
3 -0.5556 31 -Oo8667 
4 -1.1016 32 0(06838 
5 -1.4737 ° 33 0.9863 
7 0 34 OoSOOO 
8 -0.1765 35 0.2222 
9 -0.5385 36 0 
10 -0.7561 37 ｏ･ｾＵＰＰＰ＠
11 .-Qo8871 38 3.9310 
12 -0.9464 40 1.4828 
13 0 42 0.1463 
14 o+ 43 0 
15 o+ 44 -0.4091 
16 o+ 45 Oo5085 
17 o+ 46 0.6552 
20 0 47 0.5152 
21 0.0250 48 0.2542 
22 0.0667 49 0 
23 Oo0976 50 ｾ＠
24 . O.l148 52 
-
25 · 0.1077 53 """ 
26 .,. 54 """ 
_j 27 -
+readings very sma II • 
